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This repo holds HIPEs (Hyperledger Indy Project Enhancements, pronounced like “hype” for short) for chunks of
technology or process that are important to standardize across the Indy ecosystem.
Below you will see all of our current HIPEs. If you would like to submit a new HIPE, please visit the Github repository:
http://github.com/hyperledger/indy-hipe
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CHAPTER

1

Indy HIPEs

This repo holds RFCs for the Indy project. We call them HIPEs (Hyperledger Indy Project Enhancements, pronounced
like “hype” for short). They describe important topics (not minor details) that we want to standardize across the Indy
ecosystem.
See the HIPE Index for a current listing of all HIPEs and their statuses.
See this note for comments about how Hyperledger Indy relates to Hyperledger Aries.
HIPEs are for developers building on Indy. They don’t provide guidance on how Indy implements features internally;
individual Indy repos have design docs for that.

1.1 HIPE Lifecycle
HIPEs go through a standard lifecycle:
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lifecycle

1.1.1 Status == PROPOSED
To propose a HIPE, use these instructions to raise a PR against the repo. Proposed HIPEs are considered a “work in
progress”, even after they are merged. In other words, they haven’t been endorsed by the community yet, but they
seem like reasonable ideas worth exploring.

1.1.2 Status == ACCEPTED
To get a HIPE accepted, build consensus for your HIPE on chat and in community meetings. An accepted HIPE is
incubating on a standards track; the community has decided to polish it and is exploring or pursuing implementation.

1.1.3 Status == ADOPTED
To get a HIPE adopted, socialize and implement. A HIPE gets this status once it has significant momentum–when
implementations accumulate, or when the mental model it advocates has begun to permeate our discourse. In other
words, adoption is acknowledgment of a de facto standard.
To refine a HIPE, propose changes to it through additional PRs. Typically these changes are driven by experience that
accumulates during or after adoption. Minor refinements that just improve clarity can happen inline with lightweight
review. Status is still ADOPTED.

1.1.4 Status == SUPERSEDED
Significant refinements require a superseding document; the original HIPE is superseded with a forwarding hyperlink,
not replaced.

1.2 About
1.2.1 License
This repository is licensed under an Apache 2 License. It is protected by a Developer Certificate of Origin on every
commit. This means that any contributions you make must be licensed in an Apache-2-compatible way, and must be
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free from patent encumbrances or additional terms and conditions. By raising a PR, you certify that this is the case for
your contribution.
For more instructions about contributing, see Contributing.

1.2.2 Acknowledgement
The structure and a lot of the initial language of this repository was borrowed from Rust HIPE . Their good work has
made the setup of this repository much quicker and better than it otherwise would have been. If you are not familiar
with the Rust community, you should check them out.

1.2. About
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2

Enhancement Proposals for Networks Built on Indy

Indy is only a technology stack; putting Indy into production on a live network is a separate and significant effort
of its own. Such work requires thoughtful answers to questions about deployment, update rules, security hardening,
policies for how identity roles (trustee, steward, trust anchor. . . ) will be used, and such. These are legitimate topics
for improvement proposals, but because they could be answered differently by different groups standing up an Indy
network, they don’t belong in indy-hipe.
The Sovrin Foundation is an example of a group that uses Indy technology for its network, and that has this need
for supplemental enhancement proposals that don’t fit in indy-hipe. Sovrin has adopted Indy’s enhancement proposal
process directly, including this document you’re reading. They’ve done this by forking indy-hipe. This is a one-way
fork that only pulls from Indy. Sovrin’s SIPs are not contributed back (not being of general Indy interest), but are
simply added to this derivative fork.

layered improvement proposals
This same strategy may be used by any number of similar organizations.
To facilitate this sort of behavior, the numbering strategy for Indy HIPEs reserves numbers >= 5000 for derivative/layered ecosystems. In this way Indy docs and layered docs will never have merge conflicts.
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3

0011: Credential Revocation

• Author: Daniel Hardman
• Start Date: 2018-02-01 (approximate, backdated)

3.1 Status
• Status: ADOPTED
• Status Date: (date of first submission or last status change)
• Status Note: (explanation of current status; if adopted, links to impls or derivative ideas; if superseded, link to
replacement)

3.2 Summary
Credentials in the Indy ecosystem need to be revocable by their issuers. Revocation needs to be straightforward and
fast. Testing of revocation needs to preserve privacy (be non-correlating), and it should be possible to do without
contacting the issuer.

3.3 Motivation
This has obvious use cases for professional credentials being revoked for fraud or misconduct, and for driver’s licenses
being revoked for criminal activity. However, it’s also important if a credential gets issued in error (e.g., has a typo in
it that misidentifies the subject). The latter case is important even for immutable and permanent credentials such as a
birth certificate.
In addition, it seems likely that the data inside credentials will change over time (e.g., a person’s mailing address or
phone number updates). This is likely to be quite common, revocation can be used to guarantee currency of credential
data when it happens. In other words, revocation may be used to force updated data, not just to revoke authorization.
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3.4 Tutorial
For an ultra-high-level intro, you might consider watching this introductory video.

3.4.1 Background: Cryptographic Accumulators
Before explaining the mechanism in detail, it’s necessary to understand cryptographic accumulators at a very high
level. We will try to avoid daunting math in our explanation.
You can think of an accumulator as the product of multiplying many numbers together. In the equation a * b * c
* d = e, the accumulator would be e; it accumulates a value as each new factor is multiplied in. We could plug in
numbers; if a=2 and b=3 and c=5 and d=7, then our accumulator e has a value of 210. If e has this value, we say that
3 is “in” e because it is a factor. If we want to take 3 out of the accumulator, we divide 210 by 3 and get 70 (=2*5*7);
3 has now been “removed”.
Notice that you can also produce e by multiplying any single factor such as a by the product of all the other factors (b
* c * d). This is a useful characteristic; it means you can tell someone else the value of a and the product of all the
other inputs to the accumulator, but not the other inputs themselves, and they can produce the output.

3.4.2 Background: Tails Files
In our simple example above, we only have 4 factors, and we are using small numbers. We are also using standard
arithmetic, where you can reverse multiplication by dividing. In such a system, the contents of an accumulator can be
reverse-engineered by simple prime factorization.
To be useful for revocation, Indy’s accumulators can’t be reversible; that is, it must be the case that the only way to
derive the accumulator value is to know the factors. We accomplish this by using modular arithmetic (where division
is undefined), and by using massive numbers for the factors and accumulators.
A tails file is associated with an accumulator and its factors. It is a binary file that contains an array of randomly
generated factors for an accumulator. Instead of small numbers like 2 and 3 and 7, these factors are massive numbers,
far too big to display conveniently on a screen. Typically the quantity of these numeric factors in a tails file is
large–hundreds of thousands to tens of millions.
A tails file is not secret; it is published as plain text to the world and freely downloadable by anyone. The contents of
this file never change.
Each potential or actual credential issued by a particular issuer is assigned an index to an accumulator factor in a tails
file. However, only credentials that have not been revoked contribute to the value of the accumulator. We will see how
this works, below.

tails file and accumulator
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3.4.3 Setup
Before revocable credentials can be issued, a number of things must be true about the ecosystem:
1. A schema for each credential type must be written to the ledger. For example, if companies wish to issue proof
of employment, then a “Employee Credential” schema needs to be published. Similarly, before birth certificate
credentials can be issued, a “Birth Certificate” schema needs to be defined and made available to the public.
Any number of issuers can reference the same schema. Schemas can be versioned and evolved over time. Any
individual or institution can write a schema to the ledger; it does not require special privileges.
2. Each issuer must publish on the ledger one credential definition for each credential type they intend to create.
The definition announces the issuer’s intention to create credentials that match a particular schema, and specifies
the keys that the issuer will use to sign such credentials. (The verkey+ signing key pair used to authenticate the
issuer’s DID should be kept separate from the keys used to sign credentials, so that each key pair can be rotated
independently; it would be bad if a sysadmin rotated a DID keypair and accidentally invalidated all credentials
issued by an institution. . . )
3. Each issuer must also publish on the ledger a revocation registry. This metadata references a credential definition and specifies how revocation for that credential type will be handled. The revocation registry tells which
cryptographic accumulator can be used to test revocation, and gives the URI and hash of the associated tails
file.
4. Each issuer must publish on the ledger an accumulator value that describes the revocation status for all associated
credentials. This accumulator must be updated on a periodic or as-needed basis. For example, if a driver’s license
division revokes 3 licenses during a given work day, then when they close their doors at 5 pm, they might issue
a ledger transaction that updates the accumulator value for their driver’s license credentials, removing the 3
revoked credentials from the accumulator. What we mean by “removing” is as described above– the factors
listed in the tails file for the indexes associated with the 3 revoked credentials are no longer multiplied into the
accumulator.

before and after revocation

3.4.4 How Revocation Will Be Tested
Let us now skip ahead to think about what needs to happen much later. When a prover gives proof to a verifier, we
normally think about the proof as focusing on core information demands: What is your birthdate? Please disclose
your address. This is primary proof.
3.4. Tutorial
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But there is another dimension of proof that’s also necessary: The prover must demonstrate that the credentials behind
the primary proof have not been revoked. This is called proof of non-revocation.
In Indy, proof of non-revocation is accomplished by having provers show that they can derive the value of the accumulator for their credential using a factor for the accumulator that they know, plus the product of all other factors. The
verifier can see that the prover produces the right answer (because the answer is on the ledger), but does not know
certain details of how the prover derived it. The issuer can revoke by changing the answer to the math problem in a
way that defeats the prover.

3.4.5 Preparing for Revocation at Issuance
When a credential is issued, the actual credential file is transmitted to the holder (who will later become a prover). In
addition, the issuer communicates two other pieces of vital information:
• The index corresponding to this credential, in the tails file. This lets the holder look up their private factor, which
we could map to a in the simple equation from the accumulator background section at the top of the doc.
• The product of the other factors contributing to the accumulator (all factors except the private one for this
credential). This value is like b * c * d from the simple equation above, and is called a witness.

3.4.6 Presenting Proof of Non-Revocation
When the prover needs to demonstrate that her credential is not revoked, she shows that she can provide math that
derives the accumulator value on the ledger using her private factor times the witness. She does this without actually
disclosing what her private value is; this is important to avoid correlation.
But there is a complication: what if the accumulator has changed value since the time the credential was issued? In
this case, the private factor times the witness will not equal the accumulator. . .
This is handled by requiring accumulator updates to also publish a witness delta as part of the same transaction. This
delta tells provers how to adjust their witness (referencing other indexes in the public tails file) to bring it back into
harmony with the current value of the accumulator, such that the updated witness times the private factor once again
equals the accumulator value. If Alice is the prover, and her witness was correct for update 21 of the accumulator, but
the accumulator has since changed to version 29, then she needs to fetch deltas 22-29, and apply them to her witness
so it is compatible with version 29 of the accumulator.
For the technically minded, here is a bit more detail about the math. A “witness delta” is a list of indices in the tail
file that are changing their revocation status in conjunction with the new accumulator value. By layering all the deltas
for a particular credential definition, the prover can calculate an updated witness u by finding the product of all of
the non-revoked entries in the tails file and excluding its own entry. The Prover also knows its own factor, b, because
it was given its entry’s index in the tails file, and can calculate u*b = e, where e is the accumulator. The Prover
derives two values (in crypto terms - commitments) Cu and Cb based on u and b, and then calculates T from Cu and
Cb and sends all three to the verifier. The verifier uses e (the accumulator from the ledger), Cu and Cb to calculate
its own T' and confirms that T and T' are the same. This is a zero knowledge proof of non-revocation. For a zero
knowledge proof 101 backgrounder, please see the notes here based on a session presented at IIW 26.
This raises the issue of timing. How does the prover know which version of the accumulator to test against? The latest
version is a natural default, but it’s highly likely that we’ll want to prove, sometimes, that we had a credential that
wasn’t revoked in the past (e.g., we had a driver’s license at the time of an accident, regardless of whether it’s been
revoked now). This is done by expressing an acceptable timeframe (a “freshness criterion”) in the proof request. The
timeframe may be open-ended on one side (e.g., “prove that your credential was still valid any time in the past week”).
The more ambitious the currency goal (“must be true in the last millisecond”), the more burden the proof request
places on the prover and on the network in general, so best practice would be to pick something reasonable, taking
into account how often a particular issuer updates their revocations. There is no point in asking for up-to-the-second
proof if an issuer only revokes credentials at the end of every month.
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Note, as well, that a freshness criterion may not match the date of the accumulator. If the accumulator was last updated
6 months ago, but the verifier wants up-to-the-minute proof of non-revocation, it is still the 6-month-old version of the
accumulator that will be used. Both parties can tell that this version is the latest version by querying the ledger.
Thus, non-revocation is proved by saying to the verifier: “I can show you that I know a collection of factors that, when
multiplied together, produce the current value of the accumulator.” (The prover demonstrates this without revealing
the factors using cryptographic commitments; that’s too deep in the math for the current discussion.) Factoring large
numbers in modulator arithmetic is not practical with brute force methods, and revoked indexes are not “in” the
accumulator–so the only way a prover could produce such math is if she knows the index of her own credential in the
tails file, and also has enough information from published witness deltas to combine a witness with her own factor to
produce the accumulator. In other words, she hasn’t been revoked, and she can’t cheat.

3.4.7 Putting It All Together
This discussion has suppressed some details. The math has been simplified, and we haven’t discussed how an issuer
copes with multiple tails files and revocation registries, or why that might be desirable. However, the broad flow of the
mechanism should be apparent, and its features are now easy to summarize:
• Issuers revoke by changing a number on the ledger. They can revoke as many credentials as they want in a single
transaction, since they are just changing the answer to a math problem that either does or doesn’t include the
factors they choose. Issuers do not have to contact anybody–provers or verifiers–to revoke. Changes take place
globally, the instant the accumulator update transaction appears on the ledger.
• Revocation is reversible.
• Provers demonstrate proof of non-revocation in a privacy-preserving way. They cannot be correlated by something like a credential ID or a tails index. This is radically different from a revocation list approach, which
requires correlation to test.
• Verification of proof of non-revocation is extremely easy and cheap. No tails files are needed by verifiers, and
computation is trivial. Proving non-revocation is somewhat more expensive for provers, but is also not overly
complex.
• Verifiers do not need to contact issuers or consult a revocation list to test revocation.

3.5 Reference
Technical details of the design are available here.

3.6 Drawbacks
• Revocation adds complexity to issuance, proving, and verification.
• Revocation is not a feature of W3C’s Verifiable Credentials.

3.7 Rationale and alternatives
• Revocation lists are an obvious solution to the revocation problem. However, this technique does not preserve
privacy, since credentials have to be presented in a way that they can be correlated to the revocation list. By
doing so, credentials can also be correlated to their presenter, which defeats all the privacy-preserving features
in Indy’s underlying ZKP technology.

3.5. Reference
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3.8 Prior art
See this paper by Jan Camenisch, a researcher at IBM Zurich and a member of Sovrin’s Technical Governance Board.

3.9 Unresolved questions
• How can the size of tails files be managed so as to be a non-issue? (This would probably involve caching,
prefetch, and similar techniques. Might also involve delegation of some aspects of non-revocation computation
to a cloud agent instead of an agent on a mobile device.)
• Similarly, how can the time of downloading a tails file be made not to offer a temporal correlation point?
• When will we implement revocation with type3 pairings instead of type1 pairings?
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0012: Concurrency Improvement

• Author: Vyacheslav Gudkov vyacheslav.gudkov@dsr-corporation.com
• Start Date: 2018-05-31

4.1 Status
• Status: PROPOSED
• Status Date: (date of first submission or last status change)
• Status Note: (explanation of current status; if adopted, links to impls or derivative ideas; if superseded, link to
replacement)

4.2 Summary
Libindy should provide better requests concurrency and performance in parallel requests processing environment.
Note that this proposal can look a bit technical for HIPE, but some possible options can significantly affect community
and libindy developer experience. So i suggest to discuss it this way.

4.3 Motivation
We have multiple concurrency-related problems with libindy now.

4.3.1 Problem 1: Commands processing serialization
Libindy now provides asynchronous interface that gives false confidence in a good parallelism of commands processing, but in fact we have noticeable problems with concurrency.
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Each API call causes creation of Command object that will be send for processing to single command executor thread.
API commands can cause creation of State Machine that will split command to parts (reading wallet, doing crypto,
connection to pool) and dispatch each part processing to corresponded asynchronous executor and join results without
long blocking of command executor thread. In general this design allows to get good concurrency, but for now the
only asynchronous executor we have is Pool Service that performs sockets polling in a dedicated thread.
Some command parts that require io-blocking or CPU-intensive crypto still executed in command executor thread and
cause blocking:
• Wallet Storage IO
• Wallet Crypto
• Signatures/Encoding Crypto
• Anoncreds Crypto
• Tails IO
The diagram below illustrates the API call processing sequence:

API
call processing
Some blocking ops are relatively short, but we also have blocking operations that require significant time:
• Anoncreds keys generation - 30 sec
• Revocation registry generation - 30 sec per 100000
• Witness update if performed from scratch
• Wallet import-export
Calling of anoncreds_generate_keys will cause that all concurrent operations will be blocked for 30 sec. It
can be acceptable for edge-device agents code, but seems obvious problem for Agency and Enterprise use cases.
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4.3.2 Problem 2. No way for full usage of multi-core CPU
As libindy is mostly single-threaded we can’t use multiple CPU cores to achieve the maximum cpu utilization for
concurrent requests. As result we can process significantly less requests and don’t have simple vertical scale option.

4.3.3 Problem 3. Forcing threading model
There is an opinion that libindy shouldn’t force threading model for applications as it is too low-level for this responsibility. It can be better to provide just blocking API and allow application to use different threading systems to manage
concurrent requests.

4.4 Tutorial
After implementation of this HIPE any developer of applications in Indy infrastructure will be able to do the following:
• call anoncreds.issuer_create_and_store_credential_def()
• After this call something less complex did.create_and_store_my_did()
create_and_store_my_did
operation
will
be
executed
in
parallel
with
issuer_create_and_store_credential_def without blocking and finished the same time as without complex anoncreds crypto in parallel.
It will allow developers of Agencies and Enterprise apps to avoid blocking of the whole backend on some requests
without additional complexity.

4.5 Reference
I suggest to divide this problems solving into 2 parts/phases:
• Phase 1: Short-term
• Phase 2: Long-term
Phase 1 can be implemented quickly, but solves only most-critical part of the problem. Phase 2 solves the most of
problems, it is more expensive, but still looks feasible.

4.5.1 Phase 1: Short-term
• Implement usage of thread pool for the most expensive crypto.
• Make size of this pool configurable
The main idea here is provide very small libindy refactoring. Make thread pool for long crypto operations and refactor
corresponded commands to be STMs similar to ledger_send command. As result long blocking command will be
executed on this thread pool and normal commands can be executed in parallel.
Pros:
• Allows to noticeable solve problem 1 and problem 2 a bit
• Very simple to implement
• Doesn’t break wrappers and apps
Cons:
4.4. Tutorial
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• Still incomplete solution
• Doesn’t solve problem 3

4.5.2 Phase 2: Long-term
In a long therm i suggest to extend Phase 1 approach with the following changes:
• Add configurable dedicated thread pool for inexpensive crypto
• Add configurable dedicated thread pool for expensive crypto
• Add dedicated thread for default wallet storage (we don’t need pool as sqlite serializes queries)
• Async interface for pluggable storage (as result threading will be responsibility of storage implementation)
• All commands will be split to parts and each part will be executed on corresponded thread pool. As results
there will be no command executor thread locking. As each thread pool will allow configuration application can
create good threads configuration for maximum throughput and concurrency.
As managing of each command as STM will cause significant amount of boilerplate we can consider switching to more
modern async-io approach (Futures, Promises, Async/Await). For example all, internal interfaces can return tokio.rs
Future created with single-shot tokio channel message from thread pool. CommandExecutor will be tokio stream that
handles composed Futures.
Pros:
• Mostly solves problem 1 and problem 2
• Can be implemented in 1.5-2 sprints
• Doesn’t break wrappers and apps
Cons:
• Significant code changes and corresponded risks
• Doesn’t solve problem 3

4.6 Drawbacks
The main drawback is that proposed solution doesn’t solve Problem 3. We significantly rely on libindy for thread
management. Application will allow to configure amount of threads and priorities, but it still can be not flexible
enough.
Unfortunately all solution to Problem 3 will cause:
• Breaking changes to libindy API
• Breaking changes to API of the most wrappers
• Some wrapper (python, javascript) will be overcomplicated as they will need to provide own thread pooling
solutions
• The most of applications will also be overcomplicated for the same reasons.

4.7 Rationale and alternatives
There are multiple alternatives:
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4.7.1 Alternative 1. Use multiple processes with libindy
In Akka, NodeJS and async-io world it is very common to use multiple processes for better scalability. So we can have
for example 3 parallel processes that handle usual Agency load and one process that handles long anoncreds tasks.
Pros:
• No libindy changes can be required
Cons:
• Race-conditions related to sharing wallets between processes are possible
• Applications overcomplicating
• Doesn’t solve problem 3

4.7.2 Alternative 2. Make libindy API synchronous
Make libindy API synchronous with possible long time blocking.
Pros:
• Solves problem 3
• Moves responsibility of solving problems 1 and 2 to wrappers and applications developers
Cons:
• Requires significant changes to libindy
• It will be tricky to avoid race conditions for shared resources like wallets
• It will break all existing applications and wrappers
• It will require low-level threading code for all applications.
• It is uncommon to provide blocking API for operations with unpredictable time without cancellation option
• It will require low-level threading code for NodeJS, python and may be another wrappers

4.7.3 Alternative 3. Allow to start multiple Command threads
The main idea is to provide the call indy_init() -> indy_handle that will start dedicated thread with command loop. To
each libindy endpoint we will add indy_handle to determine what thread should perform processing.
Pros:
• Allows to partially solve problems 1 and 2
• Changes to libindy, wrappers and applications is mostly cosmetic
Cons:
• Still possible race conditions, but they looks easier to resolve than in Alternative 1
• To get real benefits applications must be refactored deeply
• Doesn’t solve problem 3

4.7. Rationale and alternatives
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4.8 Prior art
TBD

4.9 Unresolved questions
• Alternative 2 requires detailed design

moved to github.com/hyperledger/ariesrfcs repo
New location: aries-rfcs/concepts/0050-wallets

20
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0013: Wallets

• Author: Daniel Hardman, Darko Kulic, Vyacheslav Gudkov, Mike Lodder
• Start Date: 2018-05-22

5.1 Status
• Status: SUPERSEDED
• Status Date: (date of first submission or last status change)
• Status Note: (explanation of current status; if adopted, links to impls or derivative ideas; if superseded, link to
replacement)

5.2 Summary
Specify the external interfaces of identity wallets in the Indy ecosystem, as well as some background concepts, theory,
tradeoffs, and internal implementation guidelines.

identity wallet

5.3 Motivation
Wallets are a familiar component metaphor that SSI has adopted from the world of cryptocurrencies. The translation
isn’t perfect, though; crypto wallets have only a subset of the features that an identity wallet needs. This causes
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problems, as coders may approach wallets in Indy with assumptions that are more narrow than our actual design
target.
Since wallets are a major vector for hacking and cybersecurity issues, casual or fuzzy wallet requirements are a recipe
for frustration or disaster. Divergent and substandard implementations could undermine security more broadly. This
argues for as much design guidance and implementation help as possible.
Wallets are also a unit of identity portability–if an identity owner doesn’t like how her software is working, she should
be able to exercise her self- sovereignty by taking the contents of her wallet to a new service. This implies that wallets
need certain types of interoperability in the ecosystem, if they are to avoid vendor lock-in.
All of these reasons–to clarify design scope, to provide uniform high security, and to guarantee interop–suggest that
we need a formal HIPE to document wallet architecture.

5.4 Tutorial
(For a slide deck that gives a simplified overview of all the content in this HIPE, please see http://bit.ly/2JUcIiT. The
deck also includes a link to a recorded presentation, if you prefer something verbal and interactive.)

5.4.1 What Is an Identity Wallet?
Informally, an identity wallet (preferably not just “wallet”) is a digital container for data that’s needed to control a
self-sovereign identity. We borrow this metaphor from physical wallets:

physical wallet
Notice that we do not carry around in a physical wallet every document, key, card, photo, piece of currency, or
credential that we possess. A wallet is a mechanism of convenient control, not an exhaustive repository. A wallet is
portable. A wallet is worth safeguarding. Good wallets are organized so we can find things easily. A wallet has a
physical location.
What does suggest about identity wallets?

5.4.2 Types of Sovereign Data
Before we give a definitive answer to that question, let’s take a detour for a moment to consider digital data. Actors in
a self-sovereign identity ecosystem may own or control many different types of data:
• encryption and signing keys
• payment keys
• link secrets
• PII about themselves or others
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• credentials
• personal documents (e.g., last year’s tax filing, journal, love letters)
• digital breadcrumbs (e.g., purchase history)
• photos and videos
• receipts
• health records
. . . and much more. Different subsets of data may be worthy of different protection efforts:

the data risk continuum
The data can also show huge variety in its size and in its richness:

data size and richness
Because of the sensitivity difference, the size and richness difference, joint ownership, and different needs for access in
different circumstances, we may store digital data in many different locations, with different backup regimes, different
levels of security, and different cost profiles.

5.4.3 What’s Out of Scope
Not a Vault
This variety suggests that an identity wallet as a loose grab-bag of all our digital “stuff” will give us a poor design. We
won’t be able to make good tradeoffs that satisfy everybody; some will want rigorous, optimized search; others will
want to minimize storage footprint; others will be concerned about maximizing security.
We reserve the term vault to refer to the complex collection of all an identity owner’s data:
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not a vault
Note that a vault can contain an identity wallet. A vault is an important construct, and we may want to formalize its
interface. But that is not the subject of this spec.
Not A Cryptocurrency Wallet
The cryptocurrency community has popularized the term “wallet”–and because identity wallets share with crypto
wallets both high-tech crypto and a need to store secrets, it is tempting to equate these two concepts. However, an
identity wallet can hold more than just cryptocurrency keys, just as a physical wallet can hold more than paper currency.
Also, identity wallets may need to manage hundreds of millions of relationships (in the case of large organizations),
whereas most crypto wallets manage a small number of keys:

not a crypto wallet
Not a GUI
As used in this spec, an identity wallet is not a visible application, but rather a data store. Although user interfaces
(superb ones!) can and should be layered on top of wallets, from indy’s perspective the wallet itself consists of a
container and its data; its friendly face is a separate construct. We may casually refer to an application as a “wallet”,
but what we really mean is that the application provides an interface to the underlying wallet.
This is important because if a user changes which app manages his identity, he should be able to retain the wallet data
itself. We are aiming for a better portability story than browsers offer (where if you change browsers, you may be able
to export+import your bookmarks, but you have to rebuild all sessions and logins from scratch).
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5.4.4 Personas
Wallets have many stakeholders. However, three categories of wallet users are especially impactful on design decisions, so we define a persona for each.
Alice (individual identity owner)

Alice
Alice owns several devices, and she has an agent in the cloud. She has a thousand relationships–some with institutions,
some with other people. She has a couple hundred credentials. She owns three different types of cryptocurrency. She
doesn’t issue or revoke credentials–she just uses them. She receives proofs from other entities (people and orgs). Her
main tool for exercising a self-sovereign identity is an app on a mobile device.
Faber (intitutional identity owner)

Faber
Faber College has an on-prem data center as well as many resources and processes in public and private clouds. It has
relationships with a million students, alumni, staff, former staff, applicants, business partners, suppliers, and so forth.
Faber issues credentials and must manage their revocation. Faber may use crypto tokens to sell and buy credentials
and proofs.
The Org Book (trust hub)

The Org Book
The Org Book holds credentials (business licenses, articles of incorporation, health permits, etc) issued by various
government agencies, about millions of other business entities. It needs to index and search credentials quickly. Its
data is public. It serves as a reference for many relying parties–thus its trust hub role.

5.4.5 Use Cases
The specific uses cases for an identity wallet are too numerous to fully list, but we can summarize them as follows:
As an identity owner (any of the personas above), I want to manage identity and its relationships in a way that
guarantees security and privacy:
• Create an identity
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• Setup protective policies
• Govern agents
• Connect and interact with others
• Recover and revoke
• Take an identity somewhere else

5.4.6 Managing Secrets
Certain sensitive things require special handling. We would never expect to casually lay an ebola zaire sample on the
counter in our bio lab; rather, it must never leave a special controlled isolation chamber.

ebola photo by UNMEER, by-nd 2.0,
https://www.flickr.com/photos/unmeer/16269824979
Cybersecurity in wallets can be greatly enhanced if we take a similar tack with high-value secrets. We prefer to
generate such secrets in their final resting place, possibly using a seed if we need determinism. We only use such
secrets in their safe place, instead of passing them out to untrusted parties.
TPMs, HSMs, and so forth follow these rules. Indy’s current wallet interface does, too. You can’t get private keys out.

5.4.7 Composition
The foregoing discussions about cybersecurity, the desirability of design guidance and careful implementation, and
wallet data that includes but is not limited to secrets motivates the following logical organization of identity wallets in
Indy:
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wallet composition
The world outside a wallet interfaces with the wallet through a public interface provided by indy-sdk, and implemented
only once. This is the block labeled encryption, query (wallet core) in the diagram. The implementation in this layer guarantees proper encryption and secret-handling. It also provides some query features. Records
(items) to be stored in a wallet are referenced by a public handle if they are secrets. This public handle might be a
public key in a key pair, for example. Records that are not secrets can be returned directly across the API boundary.
Underneath, this common wallet code in libindy is supplemented with pluggable storage– a technology that provides
persistence and query features. This pluggable storage could be a file system, an object store, an RDBMS, a NoSQL
DB, a Graph DB, a key~value store, or almost anything similar. The pluggable storage is registered with the wallet
layer by providing a series of C-callable functions (callbacks). The storage layer doesn’t have to worry about encryption at all; by the time data reaches it, it is encrypted robustly, and the layer above the storage takes care of translating
queries to and from encrypted form for external consumers of the wallet.

5.4.8 Tags and Queries
Searchability in wallets is facilitated with a tagging mechanism. Each item in a wallet can be associated with zero or
more tags, where a tag is a key=value pair. Items can be searched based on the tags associated with them, and tag
values can be strings or numbers. With a good inventory of tags in a wallet, searching can be robust and efficient–but
there is no support for joins, subqueries, and other RDBMS-like constructs, as this would constrain the type of storage
plugin that could be written.
An example of the tags on a wallet item that is a credential might be:
item-name = "My Driver's License"
date-issued = "2018-05-23"
issuer-did = "ABC"
schema = "DEF"
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Tag names and tag values are both case-sensitive.
Because tag values are normally encrypted, most tag values can only be tested using the $eq, $neq or $in operators
(see Wallet Query Language, next). However, it is possible to force a tag to be stored in the wallet as plain text by
naming it with a special prefix, ~ (tilde). This enables operators like $gt, $lt, and $like. Such tags lose their
security guarantees but provide for richer queries; it is up to applications and their users to decide whether the tradeoff
is appropriate.

5.4.9 Wallet Query Language
Wallets can be searched and filtered using a simple, JSON-based query language. We call this Wallet Query Language
(WQL). WQL is designed to require no fancy parsing by storage plugins, and to be easy enough for developers to
learn in just a few minutes. It is inspired by MongoDB’s query syntax, and can be mapped to SQL, GraphQL, and
other query languages supported by storage backends, with minimal effort.
Formal definition of WQL language is the following:
query = {subquery}
subquery = {subquery, ..., subquery} // means subquery AND ... AND subquery
subquery = $or: [{subquery},..., {subquery}] // means subquery OR ... OR subquery
subquery = $not: {subquery} // means NOT (subquery)
subquery = "tagName": tagValue // means tagName == tagValue
subquery = "tagName": {$neq: tagValue} // means tagName != tagValue
subquery = "tagName": {$gt: tagValue} // means tagName > tagValue
subquery = "tagName": {$gte: tagValue} // means tagName >= tagValue
subquery = "tagName": {$lt: tagValue} // means tagName < tagValue
subquery = "tagName": {$lte: tagValue} // means tagName <= tagValue
subquery = "tagName": {$like: tagValue} // means tagName LIKE tagValue
subquery = "tagName": {$in: [tagValue, ..., tagValue]} // means tagName IN (tagValue,
˓→..., tagValue)

Sample WQL Query 1
Get all credentials where subject like ‘Acme%’ and issue_date > last week. (Note here that the name of the issue date
tag begins with a tilde, telling the wallet to store its value unencrypted, which makes the $gt operator possible.)
{
"subject": {"$like": "Acme%"},
"~issue_date": {"$gt": 2018-06-01}
}

Sample WQL Query 2
Get all credentials about me where schema in (a, b, c) and issuer in (d, e, f).
{
"schema_id": {"$in": ["a", "b", "c"]},
"issuer_id": {"$in": ["d", "e", "f"]},
"holder_role": "self"
}
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5.4.10 Encryption
Wallets need very robust encryption. However, they must also be searchable, and the encryption must be equally
strong regardless of which storage technology is used. We want to be able to hide data patterns in the encrypted data,
such that an attacker cannot see common prefixes on keys, or common fragments of data in encrypted values. And
we want to rotate the key that protects a wallet without having to re-encrypt all its content. This suggests that a trivial
encryption scheme, where we pick a symmetric key and encrypt everything with it, is not adequate.
Instead, wallet encryption takes the following approach:
• For attributes of items that are searchable (type, id, tag_name, tag_value):
– The same input produces the same output.
– Every attribute “column” has its own key. That is, there’s an encryption key for all type attributes, a
different encryption key for all id attributes, and so forth.
– Initialization vector is HMAC-256 value of the field being encrypted.
– Two more keys are needed for HMAC–one for type and id and one for tag_name and tag_value.
• For item values:
– A new value key is generated for each item value.
– Value key is encrypted using key for that field. (Value key also has a “column” key that contributes to its
encryption.)
– Initialization vector is generated every time for both encryptions.
• For wallet keys:
– Encrypted with master key with random initialization vector.
The 7 “column” keys are concatenated and encrypted with a wallet master key, then saved into the metadata of the
wallet. This allows the master key to be rotated without re-encrypting all the items in the wallet.
Today, all encryption is done using ChaCha20-Poly1305, with HMAC-SHA256. This is a solid, secure encryption
algorithm, well tested and widely supported. However, we anticipate the desire to use different cipher suites, so in the
future we will make the cipher suite pluggable.
The way the individual fields are encrypted is shown in the following diagram. Here, data is shown as if stored in a
relational database with tables. Wallet storage may or may not use tables, but regardless of how the storage distributes
and divides the data, the logical relationships and the encryption shown in the diagram apply.

encryption
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5.4.11 Pluggable Storage
Although Indy infrastructure will provide only one wallet implementation it will allow to plug different storages for
covering of different use cases. Default storage shipped with libindy will be sqlite based and well suited for agents
running on edge devices. The API endpoint register_wallet_storage will allow Indy Developers to register
a custom storage implementation as a set of handlers.
A storage implementation does not need any special security features. It stores data that was already encrypted by
libindy (or data that needs no encryption/protection, in the case of unencrypted tag values). It searches data in whatever
form it is persisted, without any translation. It returns data as persisted, and lets the common wallet infrastructure in
libindy decrypt it before return it to the user.

5.4.12 Secure Enclaves
Secure Enclaves are purposely designed to manage, generate, and securely store cryptographic material. Enclaves
can be either specially designed hardware (e.g. HSM, TPM) or trusted execution environments (TEE) that isolate
code and data from operating systems (e.g. Intel SGX, AMD SVE, ARM Trustzone). Enclaves can replace common
cryptographic operations that wallets perform (e.g. encryption, signing). Some secrets cannot be stored in wallets like
the key that encrypts the wallet itself or keys that are backed up. These cannot be stored in enclaves as keys stored in
enclaves cannot be extracted. Enclaves can still protect these secrets via a mechanism called wrapping.
Enclave Wrapping
Suppose I have a secret, X, that needs maximum protection. However, I can’t store X in my secure enclave because
I need to use it for operations that the enclave can’t do for me; I need direct access. So how to I extend enclave
protections to encompass my secret?
I ask the secure enclave to generate a key, Y, that will be used to protect X. Y is called a wrapping key. I give X to the
secure enclave and ask that it be encrypted with wrapping key Y. The enclave returns X’ (ciphertext of X, now called a
wrapped secret), which I can leave on disk with confidence; it cannot be decrypted to X without involving the secure
enclave. Later, when I want to decrypt, I give wrapped secret X’ to the secure enclave and ask it to give me back X by
decrypting with wrapping key Y.

enclave secret wrapping
You could ask whether this really increases security. If you can get into the enclave, you can wrap or unwrap at will.
The answer is that an unwrapped secret is protected by only one thing–whatever ACLs exist on the filesystem or
storage where it resides. A wrapped secret is protected by two things–the ACLs and the enclave. OS access may
breach either one, but pulling a hard drive out of a device will not breach the enclave.

5.4.13 Paper Wallets
It is possible to persist wallet data to physical paper (or, for that matter, to etched metal or other physical media)
instead of a digital container. Such data has attractive storage properties (e.g., may survive natural disasters, power
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outages, and other challenges that would destroy digital data). Of course, by leaving the digital realm, the data loses
its accessibility over standard APIs.
We anticipate that paper wallets will play a role in backup and recovery, and possibly in enabling SSI usage by
populations that lack easy access to smartphones or the internet. Our wallet design should be friendly to such usage,
but physical persistence of data is beyond the scope of Indy’s plugin storage model and thus not explored further in
this HIPE.

5.4.14 Backup and Recovery
Wallets need a backup and recovery feature, and also a way to export data and import it. Indy’s wallet API includes an
export function and an import function that may be helpful in such use cases. Today, the export is unfiltered–all data
is exported. The import is also all-or-nothing and must be to an empty wallet; it is not possible to import selectively
or to update existing records during import.
A future version of import and export may add filtering, overwrite, and progress callbacks. It may also allow supporting
or auxiliary data (other than what the wallet directly persists) to be associated with the export/import payload.
For technical details on how export and import work, please see the internal design docs.

5.5 Reference
• Wallet Design

5.6 Rationale and alternatives
We could implement wallets purely as built already in the cryptocurrency world. This would give us great security
(except for crypto wallets that are cloud based), and perhaps moderately good usability.
However, it would also mean we could not store credentials in wallets. Indy would then need an alternate mechanism
to scan some sort of container when trying to satisfy a proof request. And it would mean that a person’s identity would
not be portable via a single container; rather, if you wanted to take your identity to a new place, you’d have to copy all
crypto keys in your crypto wallet, plus copy all your credentials using some other mechanism. It would also fragment
the places where you could maintain an audit trail of your SSI activities.

5.7 Prior art
See comment about crypto wallets, above.

5.8 Unresolved questions
• What is the relationship between a threading model in pluggable storage and the threading model of wallets? Is
it always legal to be reading and writing wallets from multiple threads at the same time?
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moved to github.com/hyperledger/ariesrfcs repo
New location: aries-rfcs/concepts/0006-ssi-notation
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6

0014: SSI Notation

• Author: Daniel Hardman
• Start date: 2018-05-03

6.1 Status
• Status: SUPERSEDED
• Status Date: (date of first submission or last status change)
• Status Note: (explanation of current status; if adopted, links to impls or derivative ideas; if superseded, link to
replacement)

6.2 Summary
This HIPE describes a simple, standard notation for various concepts related to independent identity (II) and selfsovereign identity (SSI). (II and SSI are related but not synonymous, in that IoT things are independent but not
sovereign owners; the HIPE covers both but uses SSI in its name as the more recognized term.)
The notation could be used in design docs, other HIPEs, source code comments, chat channels, scripts, debug logs, and
miscellaneous technical materials throughout the Indy ecosystem. We hope it is also used in the larger SSI community.
This HIPE is complementary to the Sovrin Glossary, which carefully curates terms and their meanings. We start from
the concepts and verbiage defined there. Another complementary effort is the work to standardize ZKLang (a symbolic
language for representing zero knowledge proof.)

6.3 Motivation
All technical materials in our ecosystem hinge on fundamental concepts of self-sovereign identity such as owners,
keys, DIDs, and agents. We need a standard, documented notation to refer to such things, so we can use it consistently,
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and so we can link to the notation’s spec for definitive usage.

6.4 Tutorial
The following explanation is meant to be read sequentially and should provide a friendly overview for most who
encounter the HIPE. See the Reference section for quick lookup.

6.5 Requirements
This notation aims to be:
• Precise
• Consistent
• Terse
• Easy to learn, understand, guess, and remember
• Representable in 7-bit ASCII plain text
The final requirement deserves special comment. Cryptologists are a major stakeholder in SSI theory. They already
have many notational conventions, some more standardized than others. Generally, their notation derives from advanced math and uses specialized symbols and fonts. These experts also tend to intersect strongly with academic
circles, where LaTeX and similar rendering technologies are common.
Despite the intersection between SSI, cryptology, and academia, SSI has to serve a broader audience. Its practicioners
are not just mathematicians; they may include support and IT staff, lawyers specializing in intellectual property, business people, auditors, regulators, or even so-called “end users.” In particular, SSI ecosystems are built and maintained
by coders. Coders regularly write docs in markdown and html. They interact with one another on chat. They write
emails and source code where comments might need to be embedded. They create UML diagrams. They type in
shells. They paste code into slide decks and word processors. All of these behaviors militate against a notation that
requires complex markup. Instead, we want something simple, clean, and universally supported. Hence the 7-bit
ASCII requirement. A future version of this HIPE, or an addendum to it, might explain how to map this 7-bit ASCII
notation to various schemes that use mathematical symbols and are familiar to experts from other fields.

6.5.1 Solution
Entities
Entities are the primary actors in the SSI ecosystem. They, at minimum control but often own their self-sovereign
domain. They are not, conceptually at least, a digital actor. This notation separates the need for an Identity from
the software/hardware that implement the functionality that might be described by this notation that provides digital
identity. Entities could be a thing that would seem to be a digital actor (ex. self-driving car), but the notation will still
specify both the Entity and other elements of their domain the provide digital functionality.
Two types of entities are being defined. Things and Identity Owners. Each have their own sections below and define
their own syntax.
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taxonomy

6.5.2 Identity Owners
In a self-sovereign worldview, the conceptual center of gravity is identity owners. These are people and institutions–the type of entity that can (at least theoretically) be held legally accountable for its actions. Identity owners
control a sovereign domain that encompasses all their agents, data, and devices. The notation’s first goal is therefore
an efficient and unambiguous way to anchor derivative concepts to owners and their domains.
Identity owners are denoted with a single capital ASCII alpha, often corresponding to their first initial. For example,
Alice might be represented as A. By preference, the first half of the alphabet is used (because “x”, “y”, and “z” tend
to have other ad-hoc meanings). When reading aloud, the spoken form of a symbol like this is the name of the letter.
The relevant ABNF fragment is:
ucase-alpha
lcase-alpha
digit

= %x41-5A
= %x61-7A
= %x30-39

; A-Z
; a-z
; 0-9

identity-owner = ucase-alpha

Because the domain of an identity owner is like their private universe, the name or symbol of an identity owner is often
used to denote a domain as well; context eliminates ambiguity. You will see examples of this below.
Things
Identity owners are not the only participants in an SSI ecosystem. Other participants include Things that control their
own domain. These entities may have a high degree of autonomy (e.g., an AI in a self-driving car), but they are owned,
operated, or controlled in at least some sense by another party.
Note that non-identity-owner entities also control a domain, but it is not self-sovereign. Anywhere that the notation
allows domains, any type of domain is possible.
Things are denoted with a single lower case ASCII alpha. Can correspond to the first letter of a larger name for the
thing. For example, Car AI could be c. For clarity, it would be best practice to choose letter that don’t match other
Identity Owners used in the same description. Identity Owners and Things differ in character case but using the same
letter would often be confusing.
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thing = lcase-alpha
entity = identity-owner / thing

Association
Since Entities don’t directly act in the SSI Ecosystem; people, organizations and even things can’t of themselves do
digital operations (ex. compute digital signatures). They require software and/or hardware to do the digital work
of their digital Identity. These software/hardware elements are part of the Entity’s domain and serve the master of
the domain. Elements associated with a domain must be named in a way that makes their association clear, using a
name@context pattern familiar from email addresses: 1@A (“one at A”) is agent 1 in A’s sovereign domain. (Note
how we use an erstwhile identity owner symbol, A, to reference a domain here, but there is no ambiguity.) This fully
qualified form of an entity reference is useful for clarification but is often not necessary.
In addition to domains, this same associating notation may be used where a relationship is the context, because
sometimes the association is to the relationship rather than to a participant. See the DID example in the next section.
Agents
Agents are not Entities. They neither control or own a domain. They live and act with in a domain. They are always
owned and controlled by Entity and live within the their domain. Agents are the first example of elements associated
with an Entity. Despite this, agents are the primary source of action with SSI ecosystem.
Additionally, agents are distinct from devices, even though we often (and inaccurately) used them interchangeably.
We may say things like “Alice’s iPhone sends a message” when we more precisely mean “the agent on Alice’s iPhone
sends a message.” In reality, there may be zero, one, or more than one agents running on a particular device.
Agents are numbered and are represented by up to three digits and then with an association. In most discussions, one
digit is plenty, but three digits are allowed so agents can be conveniently grouped by prefix (e.g., all edge agents in
Alice’s domain might begin with 1, and all cloud might begin with 2).
agent = 1*3digit "@" entity

Devices
Devices are another example of an element that are part of an Entity’s domain. Devices are digital hardware that are
part of an Entity’s domain.
Devices are both represented with two or more lower-case ASCII alphanumerics or underscore characters, where the
first char cannot be a digit and ended with an association: bobs_car@B, drone4@F, alices_iphone9@A.
name-start-char = lcase-alpha / "_"
; a-z or underscore
name-other-char = digit / lcase-alpha / "_"
; 0-9 or a-z or underscore
device = name-start-char 1*name-other-char "@" entity

Agents are distinct from devices, even though we often (and inaccurately) used them interchangeably. We may say
things like “Alice’s iPhone sends a message” when we more precisely mean “the agent on Alice’s iPhone sends a
message.” In reality, there may be zero, one, or more than one agents running on a particular device.
Agents are numbered and are represented by up to three digits. In most discussions, one digit is plenty, but three digits
are allowed so agents can be conveniently grouped by prefix (e.g., all agents in Alice’s domain might begin with 1,
and all Bob’s agents might begin with 2).
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agent = 1*3digit

Note that non-identity-owner entities also control a domain, but it is not self-sovereign. Anywhere that the notation
allows domains, any type of domain is possible.

6.5.3 Cross-Domain Relationships
Short Form (more common)
Alice’s pairwise relationship with Bob is represented with colon notation: A:B. This is read aloud as “A to B” (preferred because it’s short; alternatives such as “the A B relationship” or “A colon B” or “A with respect to B” are also
valid). When written in the other order, it represents the same relationship as seen from Bob’s point of view. Note that
IoT things may also participate in relationships: A:bobs_car. (Contrast Intra-Domain Relationships below.)
N-way relationships (e.g., doctor, hospital, patient) are written with the perspective-governing entity’s identifier, a
single colon, then by all other identifiers for members of the relationship, in alphabetical order, separated by +:
A:B+C, B:A+C. This is read aloud as in “A to B plus C.”
next-entity = "+" entity
short-relationship = entity ":" entity *next-entity

Long Form
Short form is convenient and brief, but it is inconsistent because each party to the relationship describes it differently.
Sometimes this may be undesirable, so a long and consistent form is also supported. The long form of both pairwise
and N-way relationships lists all participants to the right of the colon, in alphabetical order. Thus the long forms of the
Alice to Bob relationship might be A:A+B (for Alice’s view of this relationship) and B:A+B (for Bob’s view). For a
doctor, hospital, patient relationship, we might have D:D+H+P, H:D+H+P, and P:D+H+P. Note how the enumeration
of parties to the right of the colon is consistent.
Long form and short form are allowed to vary freely; any tools that parses this notation should treat them as synonyms
and stylistic choices only.
The ABNF for long form is identical to short form, except that we are guaranteed that after the colon, we will see at
least two parties and one + character:
long-relationship = entity ":" entity 1*next-entity

Generalized Relationships
Some models for SSI emphasize the concept of personas. These are essentially “masks” that an identity owner
assumes, exposing a limited subset of self to a generalized audience. For example, Alice might assume one persona
in her employment relationships, another for government interactions, another for friends, and another when she’s a
customer. (The wisdom of personas versus pairwise relationships is a matter of some debate.)
Personas can be modeled as a relationship with a generalized audience: A:Work, A:Friends.
general-audience = ucase-alpha 1*name-other-char
general-relationship = entity ":" general-audience
relationship = short-relationship / long-relationship / general-relationship

The concept of public DIDs suggests that someone may think about a relationship as unbounded, or as not varying no
matter who the other entity is. For example, a company may create a public DID and advertise it to the world, intending
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for this connection point to begin relationships with customers, partners, and vendors alike. While best practice
suggests that such relationships be used with care, and that they primarily serve to bootstrap pairwise relationships,
the notation still needs to represent the possibility.
The token Any is reserved for these semantics. If Acme Corp is represented as A, then Acme’s public persona could
be denoted with A:Any. When Any is used, it is never the entity whose perspective is captured; it is always a faceless
“other”. This means that Any appears only on the right side of a colon in a relationship, and it probably doesn’t make
sense to combine it with other participants since it would subsume them all.

6.5.4 Intra-Domain Relationships
Within a domain, relationships among agents or devices may be interesting. Such relationships use the ~ (tilde)
character. Thus, the intra-domain relationship between Alice’s agent 1 and agent 2 could be written 1~2 and read as
“one tilde two”.

6.5.5 Association
Entities associated with a domain may be named in a way that makes that association clear, using a name@context
pattern familiar from email addresses: 1@A (“one at A”) is agent 1 in A’s sovereign domain. (Note how we use an
erstwhile identity owner symbol, A, to reference a domain here, but there is no ambiguity.) This fully qualified form
of an entity reference is useful for clarification but is often not necessary.
In addition to domains, this same associating notation may be used where a relationship is the context, because
sometimes the association is to the relationship rather than to a participant. See the DID example in the next section.

6.5.6 Inert Items
In contrast to entities that may be capable of independent action and that may have identities in an II or SSI sense,
inert or passive constituents of a sovereign domain (for example, data, money, keys) use dot notation for ownership:
A.ls, (A’s link secret), A.policy, etc.
Names for inert things use the same rules as names for agents and devices.
Alice’s DID for her relationship with Bob is inert and therefore owned, but it is properly associated with the relationship rather than just Alice. It is thus represented with A.did@A:B. (The token did is reserved for DIDs). This is
read as “A’s DID at A to B”. Bob’s complementary DID would be B.did@B:A.
inert = name-start-char 1*name-other-char
nested = "." inert
owned-inert = entity 1*nested
associated-to = identity-owner / relationship
associated = entity 0*nested "@" associated-to

If A has a cloud agent 2, then the public key (verification key or verkey) and private, secret key (signing key or sigkey)
used by 2 in A:B would be: 2.pk@A:B and 2.sk@A:B. This is read as “2 dot P K at A to B” and “2 dot S K at A to
B”. Here, 2 is known to belong to A because it takes A’s perspective on A:B–it would be equivalent but unnecessary
to write A.2.pk@A:B.

6.5.7 DID Docs and DID References
The mention of keys belonging to agents naturally raises the question of DID Docs and the things they contain. How do
they relate to our notaiton? DIDs are designed to be URIs, and items that carry an id property within a DID Doc can
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be referenced with standard URI fragment notation. This allows someone, for example, to refer to the first public key
used by one of the agents owned by Alice with a notation like: did:sov:VUrvFeWW2cPv9hkNZ2ms2a;#key1.
This notation is important and useful, but it is somewhat orthogonal to the concerns of this HIPE. In the context of
SSI notation, we are not DID-centric; we are owner centric, and owners are identified by a single capital alpha instead
of by their DID. This helps with brevity. It lets us ignore the specific DID value and instead focus on the higher level
semantics; compare:
. . . to:
We expect DID reference notation (the verbose text above) to be relevant for concrete communication between computers, and SSI notation (the terse equivalent shown first) to be more convenient for symbolic, higher level discussions
between human beings. Occasionally, we may get very specific and map SSI notation into DID notation (e.g., A.1.vk
= did:sov:PXqKt8sVsDu9T7BpeNqBfe;#key1).

6.5.8 Counting and Iteration
Sometimes, a concept or value evolves over time. For example, a given discussion might need to describe a DID Doc
or an endpoint or a key across multiple state changes. In mathematical notation, this would typically be modeled with
subscripts. In our notation, we use square brackets, and we number beginning from zero. A.pk[0]@A:B would be
the first pubkey used by A in the A:B relationship; A.pk[1]@A:B would be the second pubkey, and so on. Likewise,
a sequence of messages could be represented with msg[0], msg[1], and msg[2].

6.5.9 Messages
Messages are represented as quoted string literals, or with the reserved token msg, or with kebab-case names that
explain their semantics, as in cred-offer:
string-literal = %x22 c-literal %x22
kebab-char = lcase-alpha / digit
kebab-suffix = "-" 1*hint-char
kebab-msg = 1*kebab-char *kebab-suffix
message = "msg" / string-literal / kebab-msg

6.5.10 Negotiation Patterns
A common interaction pattern in SSI ecosystems is negotiation. It involves sequences like this:
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negotiation pattern
Credential issuance follows this pattern: credential offer (step 1a) is either followed by an incompatible credential
proposal (1b)–and this pair of messages repeats as needed–or by a compatible credential request (2). A credential is
then issued (3). Possibly the holder of the credential acknowledges receipt (4).
Proving follows this pattern (though it nearly always begins with a request). Connections follow this pattern. Price
negotiations follow this pattern.
The notation reserves standard kebab suffixes on messages to make this pattern obvious and consistent: -offer (step
1a), -req (step 1b or 2), and -receipt (step 4). Step 3 is typically named without a suffix. Thus: proof-offer,
proof-request, proof (no suffix), proof-receipt.

6.5.11 Payments
Economic activity is part of rich SSI ecosystems, and requires notation. A payment address is denoted with the pay
reserved token; A.pay[4] would be A’s fifth payment address. The public key and secret key for a payment address
use the ppk and psk reserved token, respectively. Thus, one way to reference the payment keys for that payment
address would be A.pay[4].ppk and A.pay[4].psk. (Keys are normally held by agents, not by people–and
every agent has its own keys. Thus, another notation for the public key pertaining to this address might be A.1.
pay[4].ppk. This is an area of clumsiness that needs further study.)

6.5.12 Encryption
Encryption deserves special consideration in the SSI world. It often figures prominently in discussions about security
and privacy, and our notation needs to be able to represent it carefully.
The following crypto operations are recognized by the notation, without making a strong claim about how the operations are implemented. (For example, inline Diffie Helman and an ephemeral symmetric key might be used for the
*_crypt algorithms. What is interesting to the notation isn’t the low-level details, but the general semantics achieved.)
• anon_crypt(msg, recipient_pubkey) – Encrypt only for recipient, achieving confidentiality. Sender
is anonymous. Parties may have had no prior contact, though sender must discover recipient’s pubkey. The
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message is tamper evident.
• auth_crypt(msg, recipient_pubkey, sender_privkey) – Encrypt only for recipient, achieving confidentiality. Recipient learns sender’s pubkey but can’t prove to anybody else who the sender is (making
the message repudiable). Parties may have had no prior contact, though sender must discover recipient’s pubkey.
The message is tamper evident.
• sign(msg, signer_privkeys) – Associate a signature with a message, making the message nonrepudiable. This also makes the message tamper-evident. A signature does not automatically encrypt and
therefore is not a way to achieve confidentiality. Note that complex signature schemes (multisig, M of N, ring)
use this operation as well.
• verify(msg, signature, signer_pubkeys) – Verify a signature over a message with select keys.
Note that complex verification schemes (multiverify, M of N, ring) use this operation as well.
• sym_crypt(msg, sym_key) – Symmetrically encrypt for anyone who has the symmetric key, achieving
a limited form of confidentiality. Key must be shared in advance with both parties. Likely tamper evident. If
multiple parties know the symmetric key, the sender is not knowable to the recipient.
The notation for these crypto primitives uses curly braces around the message, with suffixes to clarify semantics.
Generally, it identifies a recipient as an identity owner or thing, without clarifying the key that’s used–the pairwise key
for their DID is assumed.
asymmetric
symmetric
sign
multiplex
verify

=
=
=
=
=

"/"
"*"
"#"
"%"
"?"

;
;
;
;
;

suffix
suffix
suffix
suffix
suffix

anon-crypt

= "{" message "}" asymmetric entity

auth-crypt

; sender is first entity in relationship, receiver is second
= "{" message "}" asymmetric short-relationship ; e.g., {"hi"}/A:B

sym-crypt

= "{" message "}" symmetric entity

; e.g., {"hi"}*B

verify

= "{" message "}" verify entity

; e.g., {"hi"}?B

; e.g., {"hi"}/B

The relative order of suffixes reflects whether encryption or signing takes place first: {"hello"}*B# says that
symmetric encryption happens first, and then a signature is computed over the cypertext; {"hello"#}*B says that
plaintext is signed, and then both the plaintext and the signature are encrypted. (The {"hello"}#*B variant is
nonsensical because it splits the encryption notation in half).
All suffixes can be further decorated with a parenthesized algorithm name, if precision is required:
{"hello"}*(aes256)B or {"hello"}/(rsa1024)A:B or {"hello"#(ecdsa)}/B.
With signing, usually the signer and sender are assumed to be identical, and the notation omits any clarification
about the signer. However, this can be added after # to be explicit. Thus, {msg#B}~C would be a message with
plaintext signed by B, anon-encrypted for C. Similarly, {msg#(ring-rabin)BGJM}~A:C would be a message
with plaintext signed according to a Rabin ring signature algorithm, by B, G, J, and M, and then auth-encrypted by A
for C.
Signing verification would be over the corresponding message and which entities perform the action. {msg#A}?B
would be a message with plaintext signed by A verified by B. {msg#(threshold-sig)ABC}?DE would be a
plaintext message signed according to a threshold signature algorithm by A, B, C and then verified by D and E.
Multiplexed asymmetric encryption is noted above, but has not yet been described. This is a technique whereby a
message body is encrypted with an ephemeral symmetric key, and then the ephemeral key is encrypted asymmetrically
for multiple potential recipients (each of which has a unique but tiny payload [the key] to decrypt, which in turn unlocks
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the main payload). The notation for this looks like {msg}%BCDE for multiplexed anon_crypt (sender is anonymous),
and like {msg}%A:BCDE for multiplexed auth_crypt (sender is authenticated by their private key).

6.5.13 Other punctuation
Message sending is represented with arrows: -> is most common, though <- is also reasonable in some cases.
Message content and notes about sending can be embedded in the hyphens of sending arrow, as in this example, where
the notation says an unknown party uses http to transmit “hello”, anon-enrcypted for Alice:
<unknown> -- http:

{"hello"}/A --> 1

Parentheses have traditional meaning (casual usage in written language, plus grouping and precedence).
Angle braces < and > are for placeholders; any reasonable explanatory text may appear inside the angle braces, so to
represent Alice’s relationship with a not-yet-known entity, the notation might show something like A:<TBD>.

6.6 Reference
6.6.1 Examples
• A: an identity owner like Alice or Acme Corp.
• alices_pixel@A or bobs_alexa@B: a device or IoT thing
• 7@A: an agent, arbitrarily assigned number 7
• A:B or A:A+B: The Alice to Bob relationship, as seen from Alice’s perspective (short form, then long form).
Bob’s view of this relationship would be B:A or B:A+B.
• B:ACD or B:A+B+C+D: The 4-way relationship between A, B, C, and D, as seen from B’s perspective (short
form, then long form)
• A:Dating: Alice’s dating persona
• A.pay[3].ppk: The public payment key for the fourth payment address belonging to A.
• F.did@F:Any: Faber’s public DID.
• C.ls: Carol’s link secret.
• D.padr: Doug’s policy address.
• F.micro@F:A: F’s microledger for the F:A relationship.
• A.uri@A:B: Alice’s URI (endpoint of DID doc) in the Alice to Bob relationship.
• F.uri@F:Any: The endpoint where the DID doc for Faber’s public DID is hosted.
• escrow-offer: A message that represents step 1a in a standard negotiation about escrow. (The escrow
concept is unknown to the notation, and we don’t know the format of its messages, but we know they are used
in a standard way because of the -offer kebab suffix).
• {msg}/A: A message anon-encrypted for A.
• {"hello"}/A:B: A message auth-encrypted for B by A.
• {bail-req#(p2sh)DF}/(rsa)B: A message that represents step 1b or step 2 in a standard negotiaion
about bail. This message was signed as plaintext using the p2sh multisig algorithm by D and F, and was then
anon-encrypted for B using an RSA algorithm.
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• {advice-receipt}*A: A message that that represents step 4 in a standard negotiaion about advice. The
message was symmetrically encrypted and sent to A.
• {msg[4]}%C:1+2: A message (5th in sequence) that was multiplex-encrypted by C for agents 1 and 2.

6.6.2 Reserved Tokens
• Any: The name for the public side of a relationship between a specific entity and the public.
• did: The DID belonging to an entity in a given relationship, as in A.did@A:B
• ipk and isk: Issuer public (verification) key and issuer secret key.
• key: A symmetric key.
• ls: The link secret belonging to an entity, as in A.ls.
• micro: The microledger belonging to an entity in a given relationship, as in A.micro@A:B
• msg: A generic message.
• -offer: kebab suffix for messages that express willingness to give something. Step 1a in a negotiation pattern.
• padr: a policy address, as in F.padr.
• pay: A payment address belonging to an identity owner, as in C.pay.
• ppk and psk: Payment address public (verification) and secret key (control cryptocurrency).
• pk: The public verification key (verkey) portion of an asymmetric keypair. The more specific form, vk, is only
recommended if elliptic curve crypto is specifically intended.
• -receipt: kebab suffix for messages that formally acknowledge receipt after receiving a delivered item. Step
4 in a negotiation pattern.
• -req: kebab suffix for messages that formally request something. Step 1b or step 2 in a negotiation pattern.
• rpk and rsk: Revocation public (verification) and secret key.
• sk: The private key (privkey, sigkey) portion of an asymmetric keypair.
• uri: An endpoint for a relationship, as in B.uri@A:B
• vk: The public verification key (verkey) portion of an asymmetric keypair. The more generic form, pk, is
recommended instead, unless elliptic curve crypto is specifically intended.
• wallet: An identity wallet belonging to an entity.

6.6.3 ABNF
ucase-alpha
= %x41-5A
lcase-alpha
= %x61-7A
digit
= %x30-39
name-start-char = lcase-alpha / "_"
name-other-char = digit / lcase-alpha / "_"

;
;
;
;
;

A-Z
a-z
0-9
a-z or underscore
0-9 or a-z or underscore

identity-owner = ucase-alpha
thing = lcase-alpha
entity = identity-owner / thing
agent = 1*3digit "@" entity
device = name-start-char 1*name-other-char "@" entity
(continues on next page)
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(continued from previous page)

next-entity = "+" entity
short-relationship = entity ":" entity *next-entity
long-relationship = entity ":" entity 1*next-entity
general-audience = ucase-alpha 1*name-other-char
general-relationship = entity ":" general-audience
relationship = short-relationship / long-relationship / general-relationship
inert = name-start-char 1*name-other-char
nested = "." inert
owned-inert = entity 1*nested
associated-to = identity-owner / relationship
associated = entity 0*nested "@" associated-to
string-literal = %x22 c-literal %x22
kebab-char = lcase-alpha / digit
kebab-suffix = "-" 1*hint-char
kebab-msg = 1*kebab-char *kebab-suffix
message = "msg" / string-literal / kebab-msg
asymmetric
symmetric
sign
multiplex

=
=
=
=

"/"
"*"
"#"
"%"

;
;
;
;

suffix
suffix
suffix
suffix

anon-crypt

= "{" message "}" asymmetric entity

auth-crypt

; sender is first entity in relationship, receiver is second
= "{" message asymmetric short-relationship ; e.g., {"hi"}/A:B

sym-crypt

= "{" message "}" symmetric entity

; e.g., {"hi"}/B

; e.g., {"hi"}*B

6.7 Drawbacks
• Creates one more formalism to learn. SSI is already a dense topic with a steep learning curve.
• Creates something that needs to be version-controlled.

6.8 Rationale and alternatives
• Why is this design the best in the space of possible designs?
• What other designs have been considered and what is the rationale for not choosing them?
• What is the impact of not doing this?

6.9 Prior art
• LaTeX provides powerful and beautiful rendering of complex formal concepts, and uses escape sequences that
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are pure ASCII. There is a JVM-based parser/renderer for Latex; perhaps similar things exist for other programming languages as well.
However, LaTeX has drawbacks. It focuses on rendering, not on the semantics behind what’s rendered. In this
respect, it is a bit like HTML 1.0 before CSS–you can bold or underline, but you’re usually encoding what
something looks like, not what it means. (LaTeX does support logical styles and sections, but this introduces far
more complexity than we need.)
The LaTeX snippet e^{-x_y} should render like this:

e^{-x_y} rendered by LaTeX engine
This is great–but it doesn’t say anything about what e, x, and y mean. Thus a LaTeX solution would still have
to define conventions for meaning in a separate spec. These conventions would have to find representations
that are not obvious (LaTeX recommends no particular rendering for encryption functions, keys, ownership,
association). And such a spec would have to be careful not to ascribe meaning to a rendering that conflicts
with assumptions of knowledgeable LaTeX users (e.g., using \sqrt for something other than its mathematical
square root function in the vocabulary would raise eyebrows).
Highly formatted LaTeX is also quite verbose.
A very simple form of LaTeX could be used (e.g., just superscripts and subscripts)– but this would have to solve
some of the problems mentioned below, in the DKMS section.
• ASCIIMath has many of the same benefits and drawbacks as LaTeX. It is less ubiquitous.
• The key management notation introduced in “DKMS (Decentralized Key Management System) V3” overlaps
significantly with the concerns of this notation (render this diagram for an example). However, it does not
encompass all the concerns explored here, so it would have to be expanded before it could be complete. Also,
experiments with superscripts and subscripts in this format led to semantic dead ends or undesirable nesting
when patterns were applied consistently. For example, one thought had us representing Alice’s verkey, signing
key, and DID for her Bob relationship with ABVK, ABSK. and ABDID. This was fine until we asked how
to represent the verkey for Alice’s agent in the Alice to Bob relationship; is that ABDIDVK? And what about
Alice’s link secret, that isn’t relationship-specific? And how would we handle N-way relationships?

6.10 Unresolved questions
• Do we need to support non-ASCII characters in the notation? (I suggest no–for coders wishing to share simple
algebra-like notes in comments or on chat, ASCII is a reasonable least-common denominator usable with any
keyboard or natural language. Adding more complicates too many things.)
• Do we need special notation for credentials, proofs, and the like? If so, how does this relate to ZKLang?
• Do we need notation for security contexts of messages?

6.10. Unresolved questions
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7

0015: Agent Test Suite Interface

• Author: Daniel Hardman
• Start Date: 2018-05-17

7.1 Status
• Status: SUPERSEDED
• Status Date: 2019-01-15
• Status Note: We implemented a different version of the test suite interface in early 2019. That version is now
(June 2019) in the indy-agent repo–but the whole repo is being superseded by an Aries repo instead.

7.2 Summary
Defines the interface (behavioral contract, mental model, procedure, harness) of test suites that evaluate interoperability
of Indy agents.

7.2.1 Related HIPEs
This is a test suite interface HIPE. It is intended to specify the common behavioral contract of one or more test suite
content HIPEs that define actual tests. (These two types of spec are divided so they can be versioned and standardized
separately.)

interface HIPEs vs. content HIPEs
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7.3 Motivation
The need for interoperability in SSI ecosystems is profound–much of the value of SSI centers on interaction, and
interaction requires different pieces of technology to understand one another.
We will likely write multiple HIPEs that touch on aspects of agent interaction–but implementers need an oracle against
which they can verify compliance with specs and community practice. This HIPE creates such an oracle.

7.4 Tutorial
7.4.1 Background Concepts
An agent is a piece of technology that holds keys and operates on the digital landscape in behalf of its owner. Agents
are not shared services; they work for a single master. Agents can be embodied in mobile apps, daemons, hardware,
enterprise service buses, and many other form factors.
Agents interact by sending and receiving messages. They can be viewed as black boxes–as far as any other party in the
ecosystem is concerned, their implementation details are irrelevant. Only their sending and receiving can be observed.
This suggests that message interactions are the locus of interoperability concerns, and the major thing to evaluate in a
test suite.
How messages are transported may vary by circumstances–some agents using http, others using Bluetooth, and still
others using raw sockets or smtp or proprietary protocols. Interoperability does depend to some extent on intersecting
transports, so our test suite needs to probe that–but we should be more interested in the format of messages, the
semantics around their sending and receiving, and the behaviors they evoke.
The agent evaluated by a test suite is called the tested agent.

7.4.2 Characterizing Interoperability
Some agents have very modest charters–listen for a signal and take a single hard-coded action, maybe. Or just emit a
single piece of data on an interval. Other agents may be very rich, with sophisticated AIs and policy engines, a broad
charter, and an array of communication strategies and partners.
Given this variety, the test suite evaluates compliance in a two-dimensional matrix. One axis is the mode of operation
– is the agent actively initiating action, or passively listening, or both? This embodies in agent space the human
experience that many of us know, where it is possible to speak without listening, or to understand a language without
being able to speak it. The other axis holds different feature clusters – which functional areas does the agent target?
The set of feature clusters will likely grow over time.
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axes of evaluation
Any given intersection in this matrix represents an interop junction. Each junction may receive an interop score.
The possible scores are:
• interoperable: Passes all tests associated with this junction. Any two agents that are interoperable at a given
junction should be able to interact freely within that junction.
• constrained: Passes enough tests to enable a meaningful subset of interactions. The word “meaningful” is
deliberately vague; this score always requires explanation about which subset is possible. Two agents that are
both constrained at a junction may or may not find useful common ground.
• divergent: Doesn’t pass enough tests to have meaningful interop at this junction. This is the assumed or default
score for all agents on all junctions, until proved otherwise by the test suite–and when results are reported, any
junctions not described should be assumed to be divergent for that agent.
The set of all interop scores for a given agent constitutes its interop profile.

7.4.3 Suite Organization
The suite is divided into feature clusters, which are further subdivided into active and passive subsets. Clusters are
named in roughly the same way as namespaces in familiar programming languages, such as:
core.active
core.passive
transports.http.active
transports.http.passive
crypto.rsa.active

Individual tests within a suite continue to add dot-delimited segments as needed.

7.4.4 Versioning
As mentioned in Related HIPEs, this HIPE concerns itself only with a test suite interface; actual test suite content is
defined separately. Each spec type–interface and content–can evolve. Versions of HIPEs are given by HIPE number.
There is no semver-style evolution between successive versions of either type of test suite HIPE.
A test suite content RFC should always reference its underlying test suite interface RFC.
When an interop profile is reported for an agent, it should always be accompanied by the HIPE number of the test suite
content HIPE that the was used to define the tests.
7.4. Tutorial
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7.4.5 Test Tool and Procedure
The suite will be distributed as a test application tool, agtest. The tool will run on a variety of desktop platforms,
but it will test a remote agent with a host platform that is opaque; thus, the same agtest package should be able to
evaluate agents on all platforms that we ever build. In essence, agtest is just another agent with which the tested
agent must interact.
The test procedure will follow this pattern:
1. Download and/or install the tool.
2. Configure the tool so it knows about its harness.
3. Launch the tool and allow it to run to completion.
4. Capture the results.
Since agents typically talk on the network, it might be reasonable to wonder if it’s necessary to download and/or install
the tool. Couldn’t we just build a web site that people configure to exercise a remote agent?
The answer is yes, in theory–but such a site would not be capable of talking to agents that use non-http transports. It
would also need to be granted privileged access to an agent development environment that may need protecting. For
this reason, agtest is imagined as a command-line tool, run locally. Perhaps a GUI wrapper will be added later.

7.4.6 Harness
agtest needs to have certain things before it can run:
• A list of claimed features, so the tool can know which parts of the test matrix to explore. For example, a tested
agent that listens but never talks proactively, that only deals with communication over http, and that doesn’t
support any encryption, only lists a few junctions of the matrix where tests are relevant.
• A standard way to send and receive messages, even though the tested agent may use a variety of transport
protocols. (See next section, Transport Adapters and agtalk.)
• A backchannel way to ask the tested agent to initiate certain actions. (We cannot see what a tested agent’s
outbound requests look like if all it does is sit passively, making responses.) See Asking for Action below.
• A backchannel way to invoke setup and teardown logic, so tests can satisfy deterministic pre- and postconditions. We don’t want later tests to produce invalid results due to accumulated state from previous tests.
See Setup and Teardown below.
• A ledger that both it and the tested agent can refer to. This is provided by the agtest automatically, but must
be communicated to the tested agent.
The harness can be described in config files and/or on the command line. agtest will have command line help to
document its configuration.

7.4.7 Transport Adapters and agtalk
Some agents may only speak Bluetooth; others may only speak http; still others may use IRC. Since agent communication is transport agnostic, it is desirable to write tests once and then use them unmodified, over as many transports
as are relevant.
agtest will address this requirement by implementing an exceedingly simple transport protocol of its
own–agtalk–and by providing pluggable adapters that recast the communication into the transport of interest.
The agtalk transport works like this:
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• To send a message, agtest will copy the bytes of the message into a new file in a folder on disk that has been
designated the outbox. An adapter should monitor this folder, and when it sees messages arrive, it should pick
them up and send them over the adapter’s target transport (e.g., by doing an http POST with the message bytes
as the body, by sending the bytes as the body of an email message via smtp, etc). Messages should be sent in
the order that files are created in the folder. Messages should be deleted immediately after they are sent.
• To receive a message, agtest will monitor a folder on disk that has been designated the inbox. Each file that
arrives there is assumed to be an inbound message, and its bytes will be processed in the order received. An
adapter should therefore receive messages over its target transport and save them as files to the inbox.
The agtalk transport is slow; a request~response round trip might take a handful of seconds. It doesn’t scale beyond a
few messages at a time. It lacks fancy bells and whistles. It is thus inadequate for scale or performance testing. But
it is very simple to implement and to adapt, and it reflects a reality of agents that is core to the whole ecosystem– we
have no control over the performance or sophistication of a remote party, and the comm channels we use may be very
limited. It is thus quite adequate for interoperability testing.
Multiple adapters will be bundled with agtest. Mostly, they should work out of the box. However, some agent
authors may need to either tweak an adapter or write their own (for proprietary protocols or special environmental
constraints).

agtest channels

7.4.8 Asking for Action
When agtest wants to evaluate how an agent behaves as it proactively makes requests of others, it will invoke the
agact script. This script requires configuration or coding by the developers testing their agent; it cannot work out of
the box, because test suite creators can’t know the design parameters of the backchannel that agact uses. This is the
blue “test active behavior” line running from agtest to agent in the diagram above.
When agact is invoked, it copies the desired action and parameters from its command line. It then takes whatever
action is necessary to communicate this instruction over the backchannel, and returns 0. It does not wait for any kind
of response (that will come indirectly, as behavior is observed on the transport under test), though it can return 1 on
error to abort testing, if the backchannel breaks.
The set of possible actions that can be taken, and their parameters, are defined in a test suite content HIPE. All of them
are opaque to agact– it simply passes along instructions.

7.4.9 Setup and Teardown
Two special actions are predefined by agact. These are setup and teardown.
The setup action creates initial conditions for an agent; for example, it may communicate a ledger configuration for
the agent to use, and ask the agent to prepopulate a wallet so certain state can be assumed. Specifics of its parameters
are defined in individual test suite content HIPEs.
The ‘teardown’ action asks the agent state to be erased. It has no parameters.

7.4. Tutorial
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7.4.10 Agent Extensions
Fancy agents may develop pluggable extension strategies over time. Such extensions, if present, could change how an
agent behaves on certain feature clusters (e.g., adding support for a new network transport or a new crypto library). An
agent doesn’t “own” the interop profiles of its loaded extensions, but it “borrows” them. Extensions have an interop
profile that can be proved by agtest, and may have an extension to the test suite to go along with their features. They
should advertise their interop profile to host agents. Agents that load such extensions should advertise their augmented
interop profile, not just their core features with extensions subtracted.

7.4.11 Profile Data
Agents will need to query one another, in real-time, in production, to decide if they are interoperable. This will let
parties decide what sort of interactions might be worth attempting.
The standard way to test compatibility in most computing technologies is to ask whether a remote party supports an
interface. COM, for example, had QueryInterface().
An agent’s interop profile can provide an objective, crisp way to answer interop questions. Such queries are encouraged
as the interoperable way to communicate about interoperability.
This leads to a definition of 2 canonical data formats. The first is the JSON representation of an interop profile. It
looks like this:
Interop Profile JSON
{
"test_suite": "<url of the HIPE defining the test suite>",
"profile": {
"core.passive.data_formats": "interoperable",
"crypto.rsa.sign": "constrained (10 of 15)",
"transport.bluetooth": "divergent"
}
}

The structure is extremely simple; it just associates a test suite with an series of key~value pairs that give results from
named tests. This example suppresses many values from the array, probably. Any test names known to be members of
the set, but not present as keys, are assumed to have the value “divergent”. This allows for sparse results.
The value for any given test name (key) is its interop score. Note the parenthetical expression after “constrained”. This is an extra, optional enhancement. The regex for testing a valid interop score in this data is:
(interoperable|divergent|constrained( *\(\d+\s*of\s*\d+\[^)]*\))?
Note that the format shown here is valid as a JSON fragment, not just a full JSON doc. This allows the communication
of multiple profiles in a larger, containing array, for example.
The second data format of interest is a message that can be sent to an agent, asking it to report its interoperability
profile. This message is a specific case of the more generic agent-metadata-request message. It is also
JSON, and looks like:
Agent Metadata Request
{
"what": [
{ "interop-profile": <uri> }
(continues on next page)
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(continued from previous page)

]
}

Here, <uri> is the URI of a test suite content HIPE–the information that’s requested is, Please tell me your interop
profile for suite X, where X is identified by URI.
Again, this is a fragment, allowing it to be put into an array of requests that are sent as a batch (and replied to as an
array/batch as well).

7.5 Reference
A reference implementation of agtest is attached to this HIPE and versioned with it. It should act as an oracle for
any other implementations.

7.6 Drawbacks
• Building and maintaining this capability will be expensive.
• What else?

7.7 Rationale and alternatives
• We could have a very limited form of agent interop certification based on written specs and self-attestations of
agent developers. This would impose less work on Indy maintainers, but would probably also lead to:
– Much less true interop.
– Much fuzzier language about what an agent’s capabilities are.
– Less commitment to our agent ecosystem, as it would not differentiate itself from competing visions very
much.
• We could ignore this problem entirely, and let interop emerge organically without any formal way to measure it.
This would probably sap momentum from the ecosystem and fragment SSI efforts.

7.8 Prior art
Unit tests and reference agent codebases have been created already. These give ways to learn about compatibility by
inspection, study, and automated tests. However, it is not clear which tests and which ref agent features are normative
versus incidental.

7.9 Unresolved questions
• What parts of the design do you expect to resolve through the HIPE process before this gets merged?
• What parts of the design do you expect to resolve through the implementation of this feature before stabilization?
• What related issues do you consider out of scope for this HIPE that could be addressed in the future independently of the solution that comes out of this HIPE?
7.5. Reference
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CHAPTER

8

0016: Agent Test Suite V1

• Author: Daniel Hardman
• Start Date: 2018-05-17

8.1 Status
• Status: SUPERSEDED
• Status Date: 2019-01-15
• Status Note: We implemented a different version of the test suite interface in early 2019. That version is now
(June 2019) in the indy-agent repo–but the whole repo is being superseded by an Aries repo instead.

8.2 Summary
Defines the content and implementation of a test suite that evaluates interoperability of Indy agents.

8.2.1 Related HIPEs
This is a test suite content HIPE. It is intended to satisfy the common behavioral contract defined in a seprate test
suite interface HIPE. (These two types of spec are divided so they can be versioned and standardized separately.)

interface HIPEs vs. content HIPEs
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8.3 Reference
What follows is a list of tests, organized into feature clusters, to exercise the interoperability of agents. Each test has
a canonical name and a description that describes how an agent passes the test.

8.4 Feature Clusters
8.4.1 core.passive
This is the most basic feature cluster in the test suite; it tests that agents listening passively understand messages that
they receive, and that they respond in expected ways.
core.passive.report_recognized_interop
Upon receiving an auth_crypt’ed message of type agent-metadata-request ../agent-test-suiteinterface/README.md#agent-metadata-request, where the type of requested metadata is an interop profile and
the URI of the interop profile is the URI of this HIPE, reply with a valid interop profile.
(Should we topicalize the metadata request, and then test topicalized response?)
core.passive.report_unrecognized_interop
Upon receiving a [message of type agent-metadata-request, where the type of requested metadata is an
interop profile and the URI of the interop profile is http://example.com/no-such-URI, reply with an empty
interop profile, indicating that the agent provides nothing but divergence from any test suite at that URI.
core.passive.reply_with_error
Upon receiving a message of an unrecognized type, reply with a graceful error using error code
E_UNRECOGNIZED_MESSAGE_TYPE.
core.passive.trust_ping
Upon receiving a message of type trust-ping, reply with a message of type trust-ping-response.
core.passive.new_connection_request_accept
Test fixture sends setup instructions over the agact backchannel that look like this:
{
"on-next-message": [
{"connection-request": "accept"}
]
}

This tells the agent to accept the next connection request–or to at least pretend to, for the purpose of the test.
Once preconfigured in this way, upon receiving an anon_crypt’ed message of type connection-request, reply
with a message of type connection-accepted.
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core.passive.new_connection_request_reject
Test fixture sends setup instructions over the agact backchannel that look like this:
{
"on-next-message": [
{"connection-request": "accept"}
]
}

Once setup, upon receiving an anon_crypt’ed message of type connection-request, reply with a message of
type connection-rejected.
core.passive.redundant_connection_request_reject

8.4.2 core.active
core.active.trust_ping_anon
Send a trust ping that’s anon_encrypt’ed.
core.active.trust_ping_authenticated
Send a trust ping that’s auth_encrypt’ed.
core.active.new_connection_request
Send a connection request.
core.active.request_recognized_interop
Send an interop request for this test suite.

8.4.3 cred
cred.cred_offer_free
Offer a credential that has no price.
cred.issue_free
Issue a credential that has no price.
cred.deny_issue_bad_proof_of_correctness
Refuse to issue a credential because requester doesn’t prove correctness (tries to embed data that issuer doesn’t want
to allow).

8.4. Feature Clusters
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cred.deny_issue_unpaid
Refuse to issue a credential because requester hasn’t paid for it.
cred.request_credential_free
Provide a correct cred request to enable issuance.
cred.negotiate_price
Dicker on price of issued credentials.
cred.negotiate_terms
Dicker on terms of credential use.
cred.negotiate_content
Dicker on content of offered credential.

8.4.4 proof
proof.proof_offer
proof.active.present_valid
proof.passive.accept_presented
proof.passive.rejected_presented
proof.active.present_invalid
Present a proof that doesn’t match the requested criteria.
proof.deny_issue_bad_proof_of_correctness
proof.deny_issue_unpaid
proof.request_proof_possible
As verifier, ask for proof that’s reasonable, that the prover can satisfy.
proof.request_proof_possible
As verifier, ask for proof that’s unreasonable, that the prover can’t satisfy.
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proof.negotiate_content
proof.negotiate_terms

8.5 Drawbacks
Why should we not do this?

8.6 Rationale and alternatives
• Why is this design the best in the space of possible designs?
• What other designs have been considered and what is the rationale for not choosing them?
• What is the impact of not doing this?

8.7 Prior art
Discuss prior art, both the good and the bad, in relation to this proposal. A few examples of what this can include are:
• Does this feature exist in other SSI ecosystems and what experience have their community had?
• For other teams: What lessons can we learn from other attempts?
• Papers: Are there any published papers or great posts that discuss this? If you have some relevant papers to refer
to, this can serve as a more detailed theoretical background.
This section is intended to encourage you as an author to think about the lessons from other implementers, provide
readers of your HIPE with a fuller picture. If there is no prior art, that is fine - your ideas are interesting to us whether
they are brand new or if it is an adaptation from other languages.
Note that while precedent set by other ecosystems is some motivation, it does not on its own motivate an HIPE. Please
also take into consideration that Indy sometimes intentionally diverges from common identity features.

8.8 Unresolved questions
• What parts of the design do you expect to resolve through the HIPE process before this gets merged?
• What parts of the design do you expect to resolve through the implementation of this feature before stabilization?
• What related issues do you consider out of scope for this HIPE that could be addressed in the future independently of the solution that comes out of this HIPE?

moved to github.com/hyperledger/ariesrfcs repo
New location: aries-rfcs/concepts/0021-didcomm-message-anatomys

8.5. Drawbacks
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CHAPTER

9

0017: Agent Message Structure

• Author: Daniel Bluhm daniel.bluhm@sovrin.org
• Start Date: June 25, 2018

9.1 Status
• Status: SUPERSEDED
• Status Date: (date of first submission or last status change)
• Status Note: (explanation of current status; if adopted, links to impls or derivative ideas; if superseded, link to
replacement)

9.2 Summary
This HIPE describes Agent Messages, the messages exchanged between agents via “wire” messages.

9.3 Motivation
Establishing an agent message structure for interoperability.

9.4 Tutorial
9.4.1 Agent Messages
Agent messages are the messages sent between agents through wire messages.
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Structure
The following json-like object is a representation of the proposed agent message structure before being packaged
and sent over the transport layer or after it is received through the transport layer and unpackaged. However, using
json for messages is not necessarily part of this proposal.
{
"@type": "message_type",
<other attributes as specified by type>
}

• The @type attribute is the only attribute required and is a type string as outlined by 0021: Message Types. The
value of type string must be a recognized type as defined by future HIPEs for message families. Additionally,
the type attribute must always be visible after unpacking the message from the transport layer.
• All other attributes used in messaging are dictated by the message type following the guidelines given in 0021:
Message Types

9.5 Reference
• A brief summary of Agent messages is given in Stephen Curran’s slides from the Agent Summit.
• This structure has been discussed in community calls for agent development. Much of this discussion was
originally collected and added to this Google Doc.

9.6 Drawbacks
Up to this point, no drawbacks for this agent message structure have been identified.

9.7 Rationale and alternatives
At this point, just having a message structure outlined will continue to facilitate development of agents. By introducing
this structure, necessary modifications will hopefully come to light as agent development continues.

9.8 Prior art
• The structure formerly proposed included an id and generic content attributes in addition to the type
attribute described as required here.
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CHAPTER

10

0018: Indy Git Repos

• Author: Devin Fisher, Nathan George
• Start Date: 2018-07-24

10.1 Status
• Status: ADOPTED
• Status Date: (date of first submission or last status change)
• Status Note: (explanation of current status; if adopted, links to impls or derivative ideas; if superseded, link to
replacement)

10.2 Summary
Main purpose of this HIPE is to define repository structure of the Indy Project by answering the following questions:
• what repositories compose the Indy Project
• what is the purpose of each of the repositories
• how are changes to the repository structure made
• how are these repositories maintained
This documented list can be modified in the future via the HIPE process:
• by submitting a PR that augments this document or
• by submitting a future HIPE that will supplant this one
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10.3 Motivation
The Hyperledger Indy Project is composed of several repositories that serve a variety of purposes. Some of these
repositories have code that is critical for running or using an Indy identity system, while others serve a more auxiliary role. These repositories have been created largely ad-hoc as the need arose, and the concerns about how new
repositories fit into the Indy project were generally not discussed in a way accessible to all participants to the project.
With that in mind, this HIPE will serve two purposes:
1. Document the repositories that compose the Hyperledger Indy Project in the context of the project as a whole.
(will not replace README contained in the repository itself)
2. Allow for a process (via HIPEs) to propose new, rename existing, or make other changes to the specified repositories. This process will allow for all concerns to be addressed in a public forum.

10.4 Repositories
10.4.1 indy-node
Contains all artifacts that are used to run a node in an Indy network including:
• indy node implementation
• administration scripts
• tools for working with Indy Node and
• documentation
History
This repository has existed throughout most of the existence of what is now called Indy. This repository was created
when the node elements that concerned the Sovrin was split from the RBFT ledger. This happened before the project
was part of Hyperledger. When the project joined Hyperledger, this repository was joined with a client and common
repository.
GitHub Link (see the README)
Maintainers Doc

10.4.2 indy-plenum
Contains the code for the RBFT protocol ledger that is purpose-built for the Indy Project.
History
This repository is the oldest surviving repository in the Indy Project. It existed before Indy joined Hyperledger. It
has gone through several iterations but has always contained the codebase currently called Plenum. When the project
joined Hyperledger, this repository was joined with several small upstream dependent repositories. They combine to
create the current form.
GitHub Link (see the README)
Maintainers Doc
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10.4.3 indy-sdk
Contains core libraries, language wrappers, tools, documentation, and other artifacts that enable developers to build
Self-sovereign applications on top of the Indy platform. Exposed functionality includes managing connections to Indy
Node pools, digital wallets, crypto functions, credentials, etc.
It is the official software development kit (SDK) for the Indy Project, and as such presents a main source of technology
for non-community members.
GitHub Link (see the README)
Maintainers Doc

10.4.4 indy-hipe
This repository holds HIPEs (Hyperledger Indy Project Enhancements) which is the Indy Project process for project
collaboration and forming project standards.
GitHub Link (see the README)
Maintainers Doc

10.4.5 indy-crypto
Contains shared cryptographic codebase for the Indy Project. Ideally, all cryptographic code will be maintained in this
single repository.
GitHub Link (see the README)
Maintainers Doc

10.4.6 indy-agent
Contains official Indy Project reference agent implementations and agent protocols test suite.
GitHub Link (see the README)
Maintainers Doc

10.4.7 indy-test-automation
Contains a gathering place for scripts and other pieces of automation used for integration, acceptance, and stability
testing of Indy Project components.
Test resources that span multiple repositories in function and scope can find a home here.
GitHub Link (see the README)
Maintainers Doc

10.4.8 indy-jenkins-pipeline-lib
Contains a library of reusable Jenkins Pipeline steps and functions for that are used in Hyperledger Indy Projects’
CI/CD pipelines.
GitHub Link (see the README)

10.4. Repositories
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Maintainers Doc

10.4.9 indy-docs
Contains general documentation conceptual information that introduces the Hyperledger Indy project. This repository
is built into an html viewable documentation website that is the main portal to view documentation for each of the
individual indy repositories. The website can be viewed at http://hyperledger-indy.readthedocs.io
GitHub Link (see the README)
Maintainers Doc

10.5 Maintenance
Unless otherwise specified repositories will be maintained by Indy Project maintainers. Every repository will define
specific contribution procedures, and submitted PRs will follow the standard review process. It will party to the CI
system that runs for the Indy Project.
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CHAPTER

11

0019: Maintainer Procedures

• Author: BurdettAdam
• Start Date: 7/23/2018

11.1 Status
• Status: ADOPTED
• Status Date: (date of first submission or last status change)
• Status Note: (explanation of current status; if adopted, links to impls or derivative ideas; if superseded, link to
replacement)

11.2 Summary
This documents the best practices used for maintaining Hyperledger Indy Projects and details procedure for contributing to Hyperledger Indy source code and adding new maintainers. This HIPE includes a standard to incorporate
CODING-CONVENTIONS markdown file in every project, outlining coding best practices. As well as a MAINTAINERS markdown file outlining maintainers and contributors.

11.3 Motivation
We need official documentation outlining Indy maintainer’s processes so they can easily be linked to and publicly
accessible.
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11.4 Terminology
11.4.1 Stakeholder
A stakeholder submits bugs, asks questions, advocates for features, and participates in debates, design discussions,
working groups, and is an active member of the community. A stakeholder only needs a Linux foundation account to
create Jira tickets, no GitHub account is required.

11.4.2 Submitter
A submitter donates code, documentation, and other tangible artifacts via pull request. A submitter needs a GitHub
account for creating private forks, submitting pull requests, and reviewing code.

11.4.3 Maintainer
A maintainer helps contributions by providing technical leadership, actively shepherding the evolution of the technology and promoting high-quality standards. Project maintainers are named in MAINTAINERS.md of each project.
Maintainers have write/merge privileges in GitHub (requires GitHub “contributor” but having these privileges doesn’t
automatically make you a maintainer)

11.4.4 Guide
A guide consults on vision, core principles, priorities, and best practices. Included in guides may be inactive founders
of a codebase, product managers, others with a strong business or community viewpoint. Guides have a GitHub status
with the ear and trust of maintainers.

11.4.5 CODING-CONVENTIONS.md
A markdown file containing code quality guidelines. Each Hyperledger Indy project has(should have) this file in the
root directory outlining best coding practices and conventions used in that project. This file includes details for using
Test Driven Development (TDD).

11.4.6 MAINTAINERS.md
A markdown file containing information about maintainers and contributors.

11.5 Tutorial
11.5.1 Contributing
Code Quality Guideline
See CODING-CONVENTIONS.md in the root directory of any project for best practices and detailed conventions.
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General Guidelines
• Follow incremental re-factoring approach:
– do not hesitate to improve the code
– put TODO and FIXME comments if you see an issue in the code
– log tickets in related Indy Jira project if you see an issue
• Write good tests
– Follow TDD, write tests first, then the code
– Have Unit tests where possible/necessary
• Document your code
– Documentation is important; code simply doesn’t exist until its documented. Indy projects generate documentation from inline comments. Please make sure to document all contributions following each projects
CODING-CONVENTIONS outlining this process.
• Respect other stylistic and design choices until you build street cred
• Understand your projects licenses: don’t contribute anything encumbered by copyright or patent issues.
• Communicate proactively and pragmatically.
• Try to be informed before you ask questions (wiki, chat, design docs, Jira).
How To Submit A Pull Request
1. Search Jira for feature/fix ticket, claim (or write a new ticket) and assign it to yourself.
2. Make a private fork of the repo.
3. Write good code, including unit tests (TDD!), sign (DCO sign-off) all of your commits. Observe best practices
and style guidelines as documented in the relevant CODING-CONVENTIONS.md file. Make sure that any new
feature or fix is covered by tests.
4. Confirm that all tests pass and any documentation is updated according to your changes.
5. Submit a pull request to the master branch. Remeber to provide a full description of changes in the pull request
including Jira ticket numbers. Make sure that all commits have a DCO sign-off from the commit author. Add
detailed notes for testing. If reviewer needs to run explicit tests, add test this please comment to the
pull request with any needed instructions.
6. Announce your pull request on #indy-pr-review channel in Rocket.Chat. Tag someone to review, and post
“Please review:(pull request URL)”. Must tag maintainer(s) if the change is big/significant/risky.
7. Move Jira ticket to “Code Review” status and assign to your reviewer.
8. Monitor for comments. A reviewer needs to review the code and approve the pull request. If there are review
comments, they will be put into the pull request itself. You must process them, feel free to reply in the pull
request thread or have a discussion in Rocket.Chat if needed. If a pull request is not addressed within 24
(business) hours, escalate on Rocket.Chat. If PR is not addressed within 48 (business) hours, escalate to a guide.
9. A reviewer or maintainer will merge the pull request, at this point feel free to post your success on social media.

11.5. Tutorial
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General Notes
• Do not create big pull requests; send a pull request for one feature or bug fix only. If a feature is too big, consider
splitting a big PR to a number of small ones.
• Consider creating a design document in the design folder (as markdown or PlantUML diagram) in the corresponding project outlining the new feature before implementing it. For significant features create a HIPE and
get community input before starting.

11.5.2 Adding New Maintainers
Maintainer Eligibility Status
After a developer has been established as a contributor of a project, having had several pull requests merged into
master, they become eligible for maintainership.
Maintainer Status
For a developer to become a maintainer they must reach eligibility status. After eligibility status, a developer can be
nominated for maintainership of a project. Nomination does not have to originate from any particular place, a developer
can nominate himself. After a nomination has been published by indy maintainer email or in indy maintainer meeting,
all maintainers will vote for the nominee to become a maintainer. After a vote, there will be a short waiting period for
maintainers to express any concerns about candidate’s maintainership and appropriate resolutions.

11.5.3 Maintainer Process
Committing Code
Maintainers must have their code reviewed before merging into master. This directly means maintainers work from
forks and issue a pull request that is reviewed and accepted by other maintainers. Branches of the master are discouraged and only allowed after a HIPE agreeing and outlining said branch. Maintainers directly committing to master is
a violation of this process and maintainership, which is a punishable offense.
Reviewing Pull Request
Reviewers should promote best practices outlined in relevant CODING-CONVENTIONS.md file. When reviewing
pull requests, ask questions of this nature.
• Functionality: does the new code work without breaking anything old?
• Tests: do new tests pass? Are there enough tests for the right things?
• Quality: is the code clean, well encapsulated, simple, and conformant to our style guidelines? Does it make
wise choices about refactoring?
• Safety: Does the code avoid new dependencies or IP encumbrances?
Reviewers:
1. Use GitHub review to give feedback. Don’t be afraid to ask for enhancements. If you can’t accept pull request
without a change, use “Please change. . . ”.
2. If the review is favorable, assign Jira ticket to maintainer with a note to merge.
3. Ping maintainer and submitter on chat with the status update.
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4. When in doubt, escalate (e.g., to maintainers) on chat or in community calls. Maintainers can convene conversations with guides as needed. Reviewers should not hold up a commit looking for perfection (remember,
refactoring is a lifestyle). However, don’t approve code that isn’t ready for master/stable branch.
Ownership
• Maintainers are expected to be well informed, unselfish, accessible, and good (proactive) communicators.
• Multiple maintainers are desirable for timezone convenience.
• Maintainers and other key contributors are identified in MAINTAINERS.md.
• Any folder can have a MAINTAINERS.md; subfolders override. [Shards]
• Maintainers keep MAINTAINERS.md (and relevant GitHub privileges ) up-to-date. If you’d like to own something, ask the current owner. If you don’t want to own it anymore, tell the owner of your parent folder.
• Some folders might have shared scope (e.g., docs, samples); all associated maintainers cooperate to keep them
in good shape.
Build Protocols
• A build is “broken” if any automated processes (compile, package, test, etc) fail.
• Anybody can institute automated build processes, but only ones endorsed by maintainers are normative.
• A broken build in the master is an urgent team emergency because it halts all productive work by others. Whoever discovers, report to @all on associated projects Rocket.Chat channel immediately, and claim ownership or
find an owner.
• Maintainers fix breaks in their scope; default is to revert a problematic change.
• Submitters should plan to be available for troubleshooting after a pull request is merged. Maintainers will make
any logs available related to new issues. Submitters should proactively debug and reach out to maintainers if
they notice an undiscovered issue.

11.6 Reference
• Not Available

11.7 Drawbacks
• Having more process for maintainership could hinder code contributions from the open source community.

11.8 Rationale and alternatives
• Outlined process for contributing and maintaining, improves the integrity and quality of our source code.

11.6. Reference
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11.9 Prior Art
• This process has been used in the indy-node project with success.
Extending it to Hyperledger Indy projects, in general, will be beneficial.
https://github.com/hyperledger/indy-node#howto-send-a-pr
https://github.com/hyperledger/indy-node/blob/master/docs/write-code-guideline.md
https://github.com/hyperledger/indy-node#how-to-contribute

11.10 Unresolved Questions
• In how to submit a pull request we reference a reviewer, but a reviewer is not defined in the terminology, should
it be?
• How do we remove old maintainers?
• How do we enforce maintainer procedure?
• How do we resolve concerns and issues with maintainer nominees?
• How can a developer become a guide?
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CHAPTER

12

0020: Encryption Primitives

• Author: Kyle Den Hartog
• Start Date: July 6th, 2018

12.1 Status
• Status: ADOPTED
• Status Date: (date of first submission or last status change)
• Status Note: (explanation of current status; if adopted, links to impls or derivative ideas; if superseded, link to
replacement)

12.2 Summary
This HIPE describes two important crypto primitives that underpin Indy’s secure communications strategy: anon_crypt
and auth_crypt.

12.3 Motivation
anon_crypt is an API level call that will be available within Hyperledger Indy in order to meet the following requirements:
• Encrypt a payload
• verify the integrity of the message with an HMAC
auth_crypt is an API level call that will be available within Hyperledger Indy in order to meet the following requirements:
• Encrypt a payload
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• verify the integrity of the message with an HMAC
• verify the sender of the message in a repudiable way

12.4 Tutorial
12.4.1 anon_crypt
anon_crypt currently follows this pattern:
1. generate random ed25519 keys pair
2. get the ed25519 public key of receiver
3. call DH(random_priv_key, receiver_pub_key, random_nonce) to produce SYMMETRIC key
4. encrypt the message with SYMMETRIC key
5. add MAC
6. Return tuple (encrypted message, MAC, random_pub_key, random_nonce)

12.4.2 auth_crypt
auth_crypt currently follows this pattern:
1. get sender ed25519 key pair
2. get the ed25519 public key of receiver
3. call DH(sender_priv_key, receiver_pub_key, random_nonce) to produce SYMMETRIC key
4. encrypt the message with SYMMETRIC key
5. add MAC
6. Get tuple (encrypted message, MAC, random_nonce)
7. Add sender public key and anon_crypt the whole message

12.5 Drawbacks
Perfect Forward secrecy is currently not implemented with auth_crypt because it relies upon a non-ephemeral DiffieHellman key exchange to generate the symmetrical key.

12.6 Rationale and alternatives
anon_crypt is built from a reputable library that handles the crypto primitives for us. This means it’s more likely to be
a secure implementation of cryptography.
An alternative solution for auth_crypt, that would be more restrictive but easier to understand, would be to perform
a non-repudiable signature on the message before encrypting and adding the signature field to the plaintext of the
message before encryption. The downsides to this is that it provides more data than is necessary for the general
usecase, so repudiable authentication was the better choice. This allows for a person to add a non-repudiable signature
optionally as well.
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12.7 Prior art
anon_crypt has been built from Libsodium’s sealed_box. auth_crypt has been built from Libsodium’s crypto_box with
some minor tweaks.

12.8 Unresolved questions
None; this is already implemented. This HIPE is being submitted to describe what we have.

moved to github.com/hyperledger/ariesrfcs repo
New location: aries-rfcs/concepts/0020-message-types

12.7. Prior art
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CHAPTER

13

0021: Message Types

• Authors: Daniel Bluhm daniel.bluhm@sovrin.org, Sam Curren sam@sovrin.org
• Start Date: 2018-07-06

13.1 Status
• Status: SUPERSEDED
• Status Date: (date of first submission or last status change)
• Status Note: (explanation of current status; if adopted, links to impls or derivative ideas; if superseded, link to
replacement)

13.2 Summary
Define structure of message type strings used in agent to agent communication, describe their resolution to documentation URIs, and offer guidelines for type family specifications.

13.3 Motivation
A clear convention to follow for agent developers is necessary for interoperability and continued progress as a community.

13.4 Tutorial
A “Message Type” is a required attribute of all communications sent between parties. The message type instructs the
receiving agent how to interpret the content and what content to expect as part of a given message.
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Types are specified within a message using the @type attribute:
{
`@type`:<message type string>,
// other attributes
}

We propose that message types are ledger resolvable DIDs with an endpoint specifier and path:
did:<method>:<id-string>;<service>/<message_family>/<major_family_version>.<minor_
˓→family_version>/<message_type>

13.4.1 Example DID and DID Document for Message Type Specification
The following was taken from a presentation by Drummond Reed during the Agent Summit. A link to this presentation
can be found below in the Reference section.
Problem
How to use a DID to identify a digital object that:
1. Can be widely referenced.
2. Is cryptographically verifiable.
3. Is human readable enough for developers.
Solution
Use a full DID reference that contains a service name and path.
Example DID Reference
This DID reference contains a service name (;spec) followed by a path that expresses the semantics of an example
message type family.
did:sov:123456789abcdefghi1234;spec/examplefamily/1.0/exampletype

Example DID Document
This example DID document shows a service endpoint that includes a name property (emphasized) whose purpose
is to enable creation of DID references that can deterministically select that service in order to have an algorithmic
transformation into a concrete URI.
{
"@context": "https://w3id.org/did/v1",
"id": "did:example:123456789abcdefghi",
"publicKey": [{
"id": "did:example:123456789abcdefghi#keys-1",
"type": "RsaSigningKey2018",
"owner": "did:example:123456789abcdefghi",
"publicKeyPem": "-----BEGIN PUBLIC KEY...END PUBLIC KEY-----\r\n"
(continues on next page)
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(continued from previous page)

}],
"authentication": [{
"type": "RsaSignatureAuthentication2018",
"publicKey": "did:example:123456789abcdefghi#keys-1"
}],
"service": [{
"type": "Document",
"name": "spec", // <--- Name property
"serviceEndpoint": "https://sovrin.org/specs/"
}]
}

Resolution Process
This is the full ABNF for a DID:
did-reference
did
method
namechar
specific-idstring
idstring
idchar
did-service
servchar

=
[
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=

did [ ";" did-service ] [ "/" did-path ] [ "?" did-query ]
"#" did-frag ]
"did:" method ":" specific-idstring
1*namechar
%x61-7A / DIGIT
idstring *( ":" idstring )
1*idchar
ALPHA / DIGIT / "." / "-"
1*servchar *( ";" 1*servchar )
idchar / "=" / "&"

The purpose of the did-service component that may optionally follow a DID is to enable construction of a DID
reference that may be algorithmically transformed into a concrete URL to access the target resource. There are two
algorithms for this transformation. Both begin with the same first step:
1. Extract the DID plus the did-service component from the DID reference. Call this the DID service locator.
Call the rest of the DID reference the service-specific string.
Service Selection by ID
This algorithm MUST be used if the did-service component does NOT begin with the string type=.
1. Select the first service object whose id property contains an exact match to the DID service locator.
2. Select the serviceEndpoint property of the selected service object.
3. Extract the value of the serviceEndpoint property. Call this the endpoint URL.
4. Append the service-specific string to the endpoint URL.
5. The final result is the concrete URL.
Example
The following agent message is received with a type not known to the developer:

13.4. Tutorial
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{
'@type': 'did:sov:123456789abcdefghi1234;spec/examplefamily/1.0/exampletype',
'attr_a': 5,
'attr_b': 'Gouda'
}

The @type is extracted, with a DID reference that resolves to the example service block above:
did:sov:123456789abcdefghi1234;spec/examplefamily/1.0/exampletype

A DID resolver would algorithmically transform that DID reference to the following concrete URL:
https://sovrin.org/specs/examplefamily/1.0/exampletype

The developer would then be able to load this URL in a browser to discover the meaning of attr_a and attr_b.

13.4.2 Indy Core Message Namespace
did:sov:BzCbsNYhMrjHiqZDTUASHg will be used to namespace message families defined by the community
as “core message families” or message families that agents must minimally support.
This DID is currently held by Daniel Hardman. Ownership will be transferred to the correct entity as soon as possible.

13.4.3 Message Families
Message families provide a logical grouping for message types. These families, along with each type belonging to that
family, are to be defined in future HIPEs or through means appropriate to subprojects.
Family Versioning
Version numbering should essentially follow Semantic Versioning 2.0.0, excluding patch version number. To summarize, a change in the major family version number indicates a breaking change while the minor family version number
indicates non-breaking additions.

13.5 Message Type Design Guidelines
These guidelines are guidelines on purpose. There will be situations where a good design will have to choose between
conflicting points, or ignore all of them. The goal should always be clear and good design.

13.5.1 Respect Reserved Attribute Names
Reserved attributes are prefixed with an @ sign, such as @type. Don’t use this prefix for an attribute, even if use of
that specific attribute is undefined.

13.5.2 Avoid ambiguous attribute names
Data, id, and package, are often terrible names. Adjust the name to enhance meaning. For example, use message_id
instead of id.
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13.5.3 Avoid names with special characters
Technically, attribute names can be any valid json key (except prefixed with @, as mentioned above). Practically, you
should avoid using special characters, including those that need to be escaped. Underscores and dashes [_,-] are totally
acceptable, but you should avoid quotation marks, punctuation, and other symbols.

13.5.4 Use attributes consistently across message families
Be consistent with attribute names between the different types within a message family. Only use the same attribute
name for the same data. If the attribute values are similar, but not exactly the same, adjust the name to indicate the
difference.

13.5.5 Nest Attributes only when useful
Attributes do not need to be nested under a top level attribute, but can be to organize related attributes. Nesting all
message attributes under one top level attribute is not usually a good idea.

13.5.6 Design Examples
Example 1
{
"@type": "did:example:00000;spec/pizzaplace/1.0/pizzaorder",
"content": {
"id": 15,
"name": "combo",
"prepaid?": true,
"ingredients": ["pepperoni", "bell peppers", "anchovies"]
}
}

Suggestions: Ambiguous names, unnecessary nesting, symbols in names.
Example 1 Fixed
{
"@type": "did:example:00000;spec/pizzaplace/1.0/pizzaorder",
"table_id": 15,
"pizza_name": "combo",
"prepaid": true,
"ingredients": ["pepperoni", "bell peppers", "anchovies"]
}

13.6 Reference
• Drummond Reed’s presentation on using DIDs as message type specifiers
• Daniel Hardman’s Agent Summit Notes
• Stephen Curran’s presentation summarizing the Agent Summit
• DID Spec

13.6. Reference
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• Semantic Versioning
• Agent Message Structure

moved to github.com/hyperledger/ariesrfcs repo
New location: aries-rfcs/concepts/0094-cross-domain-messaging
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CHAPTER

14

0022: Cross-Domain Messaging

• Author: Stephen Curran (swcurran@gmail.com)
• Start Date: 2018-08-13

14.1 Status
• Status: SUPERSEDED
• Status Date: (date of first submission or last status change)
• Status Note: (explanation of current status; if adopted, links to impls or derivative ideas; if superseded, link to
replacement)

14.2 Summary
There are two layers of messages that combine to enable interoperable self-sovereign identity Agent-to-Agent communication. At the highest level are Agent Messages - messages sent between Identities to accomplish some shared
goal. For example, establishing a connection between identities, issuing a Verifiable Credential from an Issuer to a
Holder or even the simple delivery of a text Instant Message from one person to another. Agent Messages are delivered
via the second, lower layer of messaging - Wire. A Wire Message is a wrapper (envelope) around an Agent Message
to permit sending the message from one Agent directly to another Agent. An Agent Message going from its Sender to
its Receiver may be passed through a number of Agents, and a Wire Message is used for each hop of the journey.
This HIPE addresses Cross Domain messaging to enable interoperability. This is one of a series of related HIPEs that
address interoperability, including DIDDoc Conventions, Agent Messages and Wire Messages. Those HIPEs should
be considered together in understanding Agent-to-Agent messaging.
In order to send a message from one Identity to another, the sending Identity must know something about the Receiver’s
domain - the Receiver’s configuration of Agents. This HIPE outlines how a domain MUST present itself to enable the
Sender to know enough to be able to send a message to an Agent in the domain. In support of that, a family of Agent
Messages (currently consisting of just one Message Type) is introduced to route messages through a network of Agents
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in both the Sender and Receiver’s domain. This HIPE provides the specification of the “Forward” Agent Message Type
- an envelope that indicates the destination of the Message without revealing anything about the message.
The goal of this HIPE is to define the rules that domains MUST follow to enable the delivery of Agent messages from
a Sending Agent to a Receiver Agent in a secure and privacy-preserving manner.

14.3 Motivation
The purpose of this HIPE and its related HIPEs is to define a layered Messaging protocol such that we can ignore the
transport of messages as we discuss the much richer Agent Messaging types and interactions. That is, we can assume
that there is no need to include in an Agent message anything about how to route the message to the Receiver - it just
magically happens. Alice (via her App Agent) sends a message to Bob, and (because of implementations based on
this series of HIPEs) we can ignore how the actual message got to Bob’s App Agent.
Put another way - these HIPEs are about envelopes. They define a way to put a message - any message - into an
envelope, put it into an outbound mailbox and have it magically appear in the Receiver’s inbound mailbox in a secure
and privacy-preserving manner. Once we have that, we can focus on letters and not how letters are sent.
Most importantly for Agent to Agent interoperability, this HIPE clearly defines the assumptions necessary to deliver a
message from one domain to another - e.g. what exactly does Alice have to know about Bob’s domain to send Bob a
message?

14.4 Tutorial
14.4.1 Core Messaging Goals
These are vital design goals for this HIPE:
1. Sender Encapsulation: We SHOULD minimize what the Receiver has to know about the domain (routing tree
or agent infrastructure) of the Sender in order for them to communicate.
2. Receiver Encapsulation: We SHOULD minimize what the Sender has to know about the domain (routing tree
or agent infrastructure) of the Receiver in order for them to communicate.
3. Independent Keys: Private signing keys SHOULD NOT be shared between agents; each agent SHOULD be
separately identifiable for accounting and authorization/revocation purposes.
4. Need To Know Information Sharing: Information made available to intermediary agents between the Sender
and Receiver SHOULD be minimized to what is needed to perform the agent’s role in the process.

14.4.2 Assumptions
The following are assumptions upon which this HIPE is predicated.
Terminology
The following terms are used in this HIPE with the following meanings:
• Domain - a set of Agents collaborating on behalf of an Identity
– It’s assumed that the Agents of a Domain were developed by a single vendor and so MAY have
implementation-specific mechanisms for tracking extra information about one another.
– An example of two Domains is provided in the image below.
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• Edge Agents - the Agents involved in sending (creating) and receiving (processing) an Agent Message
– Sender - the Agent sending an original Agent Message
– Receiver - the Agent intended to receive an Agent Message from the Sender
– Note: A message MAY pass through many Agents between the Sender and Receiver
• Domain Endpoint - a physical endpoint for messages into domains that MUST be assumed to be shared across
many Identities
– Shared by many identities (e.g. https://endpoint.agentsRus.com)
– Agency - the handler for messages sent to the Domain Endpoint.
• Routing Agent - the single identity-controlled entry point for a Domain per relationship (DID)
– A message addressed to a DID and delivered to a Domain Endpoint is passed directly to the Routing Agent
for that DID
• DID - reference to the literal Decentralized ID text
– e.g. did:sov:1234abcd
• DID#keyname - reference to the DID appended with “#” and a specific key from the DIDDoc
– e.g. did:sov:1234abcd#1 references key “1” of the “did:sov:1234abcd” DIDDoc.
– Note: The #keyname is NOT the actual Public Key - it’s a reference to an entry in the DIDDoc that contains
the Public Key.
DIDDoc
The term “DIDDoc” is used in this HIPE as it is defined in the DID Specification:
• a collection of public keys and endpoints,
• controlled by an identity,
• associated with a DID, and
• used for a relationship.
A DID can be resolved to get its corresponding DIDDoc by any Agent that needs access to the DIDDoc. This is true
whether talking about a DID on the Public Ledger, or a DID persisted to a microledger. In the case of a microledger,
it’s the (implementation specific) domain’s responsibility to ensure such resolution is available to all Agents requiring
it.
Messages are Private
Agent Messages sent from a Sender to a Receiver SHOULD be private. That is, the Sender SHOULD encrypt the
message with a public key for the Receiver. Any agent in between the Sender and Receiver will know only to whom
the message is intended (by DID and possibly keyname within the DID), not anything about the message.
The Sender Knows The Receiver
This HIPE assumes that the Sender knows the Receiver’s DID and, within the DIDDoc for that DID, the keyname to
use for the Receiver’s Agent. How the Sender knows the DID and keyname to send the message is not defined within
this HIPE - that is a higher level concern.
The Receiver’s DID MAY be a public or pairwise DID, and MAY be on a Public Ledger or a microledger.

14.4. Tutorial
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14.4.3 Example: Domain and DIDDoc
The following is an example of an arbitrary pair of domains that will be helpful in defining the requirements in this
HIPE.

Example
Domains: Alice and Bob
In the diagram above:
• Alice has
– 1 Edge Agent - “1”
– 1 Routing Agent - “2”
– 1 Domain Endpoint - “8”
• Bob has
– 3 Edge Agents - “4”, “5” and “6”
* “6” is an Edge Agent in the cloud, “4” and “5” are physical devices.
– 1 Routing Agent - “3”
– 1 Domain Endpoint - “9”
Bob’s DID for his Relationship with Alice
Bob’s domain has 3 devices he uses for processing messages - two phones (4 and 5) and a cloud-based agent (6).
However, in Bob’s relationship with Alice, he ONLY uses one phone (4) and the cloud-based agent (6). Thus the key
for device 5 is left out of the DIDDoc (see below).
Note that the keyname for the Routing Agent (3) is called “routing”. This is an example of the kind of convention
needed to allow the Sender’s agents to know the keys for Agents with a designated role in the receiving domain - as
defined in the DIDDoc Conventions HIPE.
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{
"@context": "https://w3id.org/did/v1",
"id": "did:sov:1234abcd",
"publicKey": [
{"id": "routing", "type": "RsaVerificationKey2018", "owner": "did:sov:1234abcd",
˓→"publicKeyPem": "-----BEGIN PUBLIC X..."},
{"id": "4", "type": "RsaVerificationKey2018", "owner": "did:sov:1234abcd",
˓→"publicKeyPem": "-----BEGIN PUBLIC 9..."},
{"id": "6", "type": "RsaVerificationKey2018", "owner": "did:sov:1234abcd",
˓→"publicKeyPem": "-----BEGIN PUBLIC A..."}
],
"authentication": [
{"type": "RsaSignatureAuthentication2018", "publicKey": "did:sov:1234abcd#4"}
],
"service": [
{"type": "Agency", "serviceEndpoint": "did:sov:fghi8377464" }
// or "serviceEndpoint": "https://example.com/endpoint/8377464" and add the
˓→#domain key (above)
]
}

For the purposes of this discussion we are defining the message flow to be:
1 –> 2 –> 8 –> 9 –> 3 –> 4
However, that flow is arbitrary. Even so, some Wire Message hops are required:
• 1 is the Sender in this case and so must send the first message.
• 9 is the Domain Endpoint of Bob’s domain and so must receive the message
• 4 is the Receiver in this case and so must receive the message.
In the section below on Domain Configuration, we will also declare that:
• The Routing Agent for Bob’s Domain (3) must receive the message from 9

14.4.4 Wire Messages
A Wire Message is used to transport any Agent Message from one Agent directly to another. In our example message
flow above, there are five Wire Messages sent, one for each hop in the flow. The separate Wire Messages HIPE
(reference to be added) covers those details.

14.4.5 Agent Message Format
An Agent Message defines the format of messages processed by Agents. Details about the general form of Agent
Messages can be found in the Agent Message HIPE (reference to be added). A list of specific Agent Message
types is being assembled (reference to be added).
This HIPE specifies (below) the “Forward” message type, a part of the “Routing” family of Agent Messages.

14.4.6 DID and DIDDoc
A DID owned by the Receiver is resolvable by the Sender as a DIDDoc using either a Public Ledger or a microledger.
The related DIDDoc Conventions HIPE defines the required contents of a DIDDoc for receiving Agent to Agent
messages (reference to be added) that supports the conventions defined in this document.
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14.4.7 Cross Domain Interoperability
A key goal for interoperability is that we want other domains to know just enough about the configuration of a domain
to which they are delivering a message, but no more. The following walks through those minimum requirements.
Required: The DID and DIDDoc
As noted above, the Sender of an Agent to Agent Message has the DID of the Receiver, and knows the key from the
DIDDoc to use for the Receiver’s Agents.
Example: Alice wants to send a message from her phone (1) to Bob’s phone (4). She has Bob’s
B:did@A:B, the DID/DIDDoc Bob created and gave to Alice to use for their relationship. Alice created A:did@A:B and gave that to Bob, but we don’t need to use that in this example. The contents of the
DIDDoc for B:did@A:B are presented above.
Required: End-to-End encryption of the Agent Message
The Agent Message from the Sender SHOULD be hidden from all Agents other than the Receiver. Thus, it SHOULD
be encrypted with the Public Key of the Receiver. Based on our assumptions, the Sender can get the Public Key of
the Receiver because they know the DID#keyname string, can resolve the DID to the DIDDoc and find the public key
associated with DID#keyname. In our example above, that is the key associated with “did:sov:1234abcd#4”.
Most Sender-to-Receiver messages will be sent between parties that have shared pairwise DIDs. When that is true,
the Sender will (usually) AuthCrypt the message. If that is not the case, or for some other reason the Sender does not
want to AuthCrypt the message, AnonCrypt will be used. In either case, the Indy-SDK pack() function that is used
for the encryption inserts in the JOSEhdr part of its output the type of encryption used.
To route the message to the Receiver, the Sender sends a ‘Forward’ message with the ‘to’ address being the
DID#keyname of the Receiver. It is assumed that the Receiver can determine the from did based on the to DID
using their pairwise relationship.
{
"@type" : "did:sov:BzCbsNYhMrjHiqZDTUASHg;spec/routing/1.0/forward",
"to"
: "did:sov:1234abcd#4",
"msg" : { json object from <pack(AgentMessage,valueOf(did:sov:1234abcd#4),
˓→privKey(A.did@A:B#1))> }
}

Notes
• the @type value is in the precise URI format for the “forward” message type
• Indy-SDK’s “pack” function is used to AuthCrypt the message using the Receiver’s public key and the Sender’s
private key.
– If the Sender wishes to remain anonymous or knows the Receiver does not know the Sender’s public key,
AnonCrypt is used.
– More details about the Indy-SDK pack() function can be found in the Wire Messages HIPE (reference to be provided).
• The Indy-SDK’s “unpack()” function MUST return the public key of the private key used to sign the message.
See the note below for the background on this.
The bullet above about the unpack() function returning the signer’s public key deserves some additional
attention. The Receiver of the message knows from the “to” field the DID to which the message was sent.
From that, the Receiver is expected to be able to determine the DID of the Sender, and from that, access
the Sender’s DIDDoc. However, knowing the DIDDoc is not enough to know from whom the message
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was sent - which key was used to send the message, and hence, which Agent controls the Sending private
key. This information MUST be made known to the Receiver (from unpack()) when AuthCrypt is used so
that the Receiver knows which key was used to the send the message and can, for example, use that key
in responding to the arriving Message.
Required: Minimize information available to the Shared Domain Endpoint
We want to minimize the knowledge about the Receiver of the Agent Message for minimally trusted agents. In this
case, “minimally trusted” are all agents before the designated “Routing Agent” for the Receiver. The “Routing Agent”
must know the exact destination (B:did@A:B#keyname) of the Receiver, but Agents handling the message prior to the
Routing Agent do not - they just need the DID (B:did@A:B) of the Receiver.
To hide other than the minimum information, the Sender wraps the “Forward” message in a second forward message,
this time for the Routing Agent of the Receiver (3 in our example). The Sender must be able to get the public key of
the Routing Agent from the DIDDoc.
The Sender prepares the following message:
{
"@type" : "did:sov:BzCbsNYhMrjHiqZDTUASHg;spec/routing/1.0/forward",
"to"
: "did:sov:1234abcd",
"msg" : { json object from <pack(ForwardMessage,valueOf(did:sov:1234abcd
˓→#routing))> }
}

Notes
• Indy-SDK’s “pack()” function is used to Anon encrypt the message using the Routing Agent’s public key.
– Since AnonCrypt is used for the message, the unpack() function does not have the Sender’s public key to
provide to the Routing Agent.
The Sender can now send the Forward Agent Message on its way via the first of the Wire messages. In our example,
the Sender sends the Agent Message to 2, who in turn sends it to 8. That of course, is arbitrary - the Sender’s Domain
could have any configuration of Agents. The Agent Message above is passed unchanged, with each Agent able to
see the @type, to and msg fields as described above. This continues until the outer forward message gets to the
Receiver’s Routing Agent, where it is processed (to expose the inner forward message). Per the Wire Message HIPE
(reference to be added), between Agents the Agent Message is pack()’d and unpack()’d as appropriate or required.
The diagram below shows the required use of the forward messages to encrypt the message all the way to the
Receiver, and again all the way to the Routing Agent.
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Example
Forward Messages
Required: Cross Domain Wire Message Encryption
While within a domain the Agents MAY choose to use encryption or not when sending Wire Messages from Agent to
Agent, encryption MUST be used when sending a Wire Message into the Receiver’s domain. The Domain Endpoint
(Agency) unpack()’s the encrypted Wire Message and based on the to field value (the DID), sends the message to
a designated Agent for that DID. How the Domain Endpoint knows where to send the message is implementation
specific - likely some sort of dynamic DID-to-Agent routing table. Typically the message will be sent directly to
the Routing Agent, although it doesn’t have to be. However, the message MUST get to the Routing Agent (3 in our
example) as the message being forwarded has been encrypted for it.
Required: The Routing Agent Processes the Outer Forward
When the Routing Agent (eventually) receives the message, it determines it is the target of the outer forward Agent
Message and so decrypts the message’s msg value to reveal the inner “Forward” message. Recall that this inner
Forward includes the full “DID#keyname” necessary to route the message to the intended Receiver agent. The Routing
Agent uses its (implementation specific) knowledge to map from the DID#keyname to the Receiver, possibly via
intermediary Agents. Note that the Routing Agent could itself be the Receiver and thus, have to decrypt and process
the embedded message without further routing.
Required: The Receiver App Agent Decrypts/Processes the Agent Message
When the intended Receiver Agent receives the message, it determines it is the target of the Forward and decrypts the
payload and processes the message.
Exposed Data
The following summarizes the information needed by the Sender’s agents:
• The DID to use for the relationship, and its related DIDDoc
• From the DIDDoc:
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– The Domain Endpoint’s physical endpoint and public key
– The Routing Agent’s public key
– The Receiver of the Agent Message’s public key
Thus, every Messaging DIDDoc is assumed to have at least one endpoint and three keys:
• The endpoint for the Domain Endpoint
• The public key for the Domain Endpoint
• The public key for the Routing Agent
• The public key for the Receiver Agent
The DIDDoc will have an additional key for each additional Agent Message Receiver.
As defined in the DIDDoc Conventions HIPE, the endpoint and public key for the Domain Endpoint are found by
resolving the Domain Endpoint’s DID that is a service endpoint in the Receiver’s DIDDoc.
Degenerate Cases
The sequence above requires there are at least three Agents within every domain, and there could be many more.
However, what if there are only 2 or even 1 Agent in a domain?
The HIPE requirement in those degenerate cases is that the DIDDoc MUST contain the same data (one endpoint, three
public keys), and so the implementation MUST handle this as an “Agents with multiple roles” use case. The DIDDoc
SHOULD be implemented such that Agents have different keys for different purposes to mask the simplified Agent
structure.
Data Not Exposed
Given the sequence specified above, the following data is NOT exposed to the Sender’s agents:
• Routing-only Agents within the Receiver’s domain
• Agents the identity chooses not to include in a given DIDDoc
• The physical endpoints of Agents within the Receiver’s domain (other than the Domain Endpoint)
– The physical endpoints and, as required, associated public keys, are shared as needed within the Receiver’s
domain.

14.5 Message Types
The following Message Types are defined in this HIPE.

14.5.1 Core:Routing:1.0:Forward
The core message type “forward”, version 1.0 of the “routing” family is defined in this HIPE. An example of the
message is the following:

14.5. Message Types
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{
"@type" : "did:sov:BzCbsNYhMrjHiqZDTUASHg;spec/routing/1.0/forward",
"to"
: "did:sov:1234abcd#4",
"msg" : { json object from <pack(AgentMessage,valueOf(did:sov:1234abcd#4),
˓→privKey(A.did@A:B#1))> }
}

The to field is required and takes one of two forms:
• A DID without a key reference (e.g. did:sov:1234abcd)
• A DID with a key reference (e.g. did:sov:1234abcd#4)
The first form is used when sending forward messages across one or more agents that do not need to know the details
of a domain. The Receiver of the message is the designated Routing Agent in the Receiver Domain, as it controls
the key used to decrypt messages sent to the domain, but not to a specific Agent.
The second form is used when the precise key (and hence, the Agent controlling that key) is used to encrypt the Agent
Message placed in the msg field.
The msg field calls the Indy-SDK pack() function to encrypt the Agent Message to be forwarded. The Sender calls
the pack() with the suitable arguments to AnonCrypt or AuthCrypt the message. The pack() and unpack()
functions are described in more detail in the Wire Messages HIPE (reference to be added).

14.6 Reference
See the other HIPEs referenced in this document:
• Wire Messages
• Agent Messages
• DIDDoc Conventions
(References to be added)

14.7 Drawbacks
The extra privacy gained from double-encrypting the message (as outlined in the second diagram above) to hide from
the shared Domain Endpoint what seems to be a fairly limited amount of data (the #keyname fragment of the to field)
seems onerous. A challenge will be to be able to explain to others implementing the protocol why this requirement
is included. Only those that have a sufficient background in privacy are qualified to determine if the extra layer of
encryption is necessary. For now we’ll leave it in.

14.8 Rationale and alternatives
A number of discussions were held about this HIPE. In those discussions, the rationale for the HIPE evolved into the
text, and the alternatives were eliminated. See prior versions of the HIPE for details.
A suggestion was made that the following optional parameters could be defined in the “routing/1.0/forward” message
type:
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• forward-after: specify that the message should not be forwarded until the system clock shows a particular time,
or until a particular interval has elapsed. This could be useful to defeat timing correlations. Particular agents
might not support it.
• mix-config: artificially introduce extra hops to obscure path (use a mix network like TOR)
The optional parameters have been left off for now, but could be added in this HIPE or to a later version of the message
type.

14.9 Prior art
N/A

14.10 Unresolved questions
N/A

moved to github.com/hyperledger/ariesrfcs repo
New location: concepts/0094-cross-domain-messaging

14.9. Prior art
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CHAPTER

15

0023: DID Doc Conventions

• Author: Stephen Curran (swcurran@gmail.com)
• Start Date: 2018-08-14

15.1 Status
• Status: SUPERSEDED
• Status Date: (date of first submission or last status change)
• Status Note: (explanation of current status; if adopted, links to impls or derivative ideas; if superseded, link to
replacement)

15.2 Summary
This is one of a series of HIPEs that together enable interoperability across implementations of Hyperledger Indy
Agents, and ideally in the future, Agents rooted in other self-sovereign identity ecosystems. In this HIPE the use of
the DIDDoc is considered and conventions defined that if followed will aid in accomplishing the interoperability goal.
In order to send a message from one Identity to another, the sending Identity must know something about the Receiver’s
domain - the Receiver’s configuration of Agents. This HIPE outlines some aspects of how a domain MUST populate
a DIDDoc it shares with other entities either on a Public Ledger or via a microledger. In both cases, the other identity
resolving and viewing the DIDDoc must be able to use the information in the DIDDoc to communicate with the
owning Identity.
There are a series of related HIPEs that combine with this HIPE to address the interoperability of Agents, including in
particular, Agent Messages, DIDDoc Conventions, and Cross Domain Messaging. Those HIPEs should be considered
together in understanding Agent-to-Agent interoperability. The goal of these related HIPEs is to define the rules that
domains MUST follow to enable the delivery of Agent Messages from a Sending Agent to a Receiver Agent in a
secure and privacy-preserving manner.
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15.3 Motivation
The purpose of this HIPE and its related HIPEs is to define a layered Messaging protocol such that we can ignore the
transport of messages as we discuss the much richer Agent Messaging types and interactions. That is, we can assume
that there is no need to include in an Agent message anything about how to route the message to the Receiver - it just
magically happens. Alice (via her Agent) sends a message to Bob, and (because of implementations based on this
series of HIPEs) we can ignore how the actual message got to Bob’s Agent.
Put another way - these HIPEs are about envelopes. They define a way to put a message - any message - into an
envelope, put it into an outbound mailbox and have it magically appear in the Receiver’s inbound mailbox in a secure
and privacy-preserving manner. Once we have that, we can focus on letters and not how letters are sent.
In particular, this HIPE is about addresses - information in the DIDDoc that lets a sending Identity communicate with
another Identity.

15.4 Tutorial
15.4.1 Core Messaging Goals
These are vital design goals for this HIPE:
1. Sender Encapsulation: We SHOULD minimize what the Receiver has to know about the domain (routing tree
or agent infrastructure) of the Sender in order for them to communicate.
2. Receiver Encapsulation: We SHOULD minimize what the Sender has to know about the domain (routing tree
or agent infrastructure) of the Receiver in order for them to communicate.
3. Independent Keys: Private signing keys SHOULD NOT be shared between agents; each agent SHOULD be
separately identifiable for accounting and authorization/revocation purposes.
4. *Prevent correlation based on DIDDoc Contents: The information in the set of DIDDocs owned by an Identity SHOULD NOT be so precise as to represent a fingerprint for that Identity suitable for correlation.

15.4.2 Assumptions
The following are assumptions upon which this HIPE is predicated.
Terminology
The following terms are used in this HIPE with the following meanings:
• [Sovereign] Domain - a set of Agents collaborating on behalf of an Identity
– It’s assumed that the Agents of a Domain were developed by a single vendor and so may use
implementation-specific mechanisms for tracking extra information one another.
– An example of two Domains is provided in the image below.
• Domain Endpoint - a shared physical endpoint for messages into domains
– Shared by many identities (e.g. https://endpoint.agentsRus.com)
– Agency - the handler for messages sent to the Domain Endpoint.
• Routing Agent - the single identity-controlled entry point for a Domain per relationship
– A message delivered to a Domain Endpoint is always passed directly to the Routing Agent for a Domain
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• Sender Agent - the Agent that creates an Agent Message for the Receiver that is in another Domain.
• Receiver Agent - the Agent that ultimately receives and can decrypt and process the Agent Message from the
Sender.
• DID - reference to the literal Decentralized ID text
– e.g. did:sov:1234abcd
• DID#keyname - reference to the DID appended with “#” and a specific key from the DIDDoc
– e.g. did:sov:1234abcd#1 references key “1” of the “did:sov:1234abcd” DIDDoc.
– Note: The #keyname is NOT the actual Public Key - it’s a reference to an entry in the DIDDoc that contains
the Public Key.
DIDDoc
The term “DIDDoc” is used in this HIPE as it is defined in the DID Specification:
• a collection of public keys and endpoints,
• controlled by an identity,
• associated with a DID, and
• used for a relationship.
A DID can be resolved to get its corresponding DIDDoc by any Agent that needs access to the DIDDoc. This is true
whether talking about a DID on the Public Ledger, or a DID persisted to a microledger. In the case of a microledger,
it’s the (implementation specific) domain’s responsibility to ensure such resolution is available to all Agents requiring
it.

15.4.3 Example: Domain and DIDDoc
The following is an example of an arbitrary pair of domains that will be helpful in defining the requirements in this
HIPE.

Example
15.4. Tutorial
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Domains: Alice and Bob
In the diagram above:
• Alice has
– 1 Edge Agent - “1”
– 1 Routing Agent - “2”
– 1 Domain Endpoint - “8”
• Bob has
– 3 Edge Agents - “4”, “5” and “6”
* “6” is an Edge Agent in the cloud, “4” and “5” are physical devices.
– 1 Routing Agent - “3”
– 1 Domain Endpoint - “9”
Bob’s DIDDoc for his Relationship with Alice
Bob’s domain has 3 devices he uses for processing messages - two phones (4 and 5) and a cloud-based agent (6).
However, in Bob’s relationship with Alice, he ONLY uses one phone (4) and the cloud-based agent (6). Thus the key
for device 5 is left out of the DIDDoc (see below).
Note that the key for the Routing Agent (3) is called “routing”. This is an example of the kind of convention needed
to allow the Sender’s agents to know the keys for Agents with a designated role in the receiving domain.
{
"@context": "https://w3id.org/did/v1",
"id": "did:sov:1234abcd",
"publicKey": [
{"id": "routing", "type": "RsaVerificationKey2018", "owner": "did:sov:1234abcd",
˓→"publicKeyPem": "-----BEGIN PUBLIC X..."},
{"id": "4", "type": "RsaVerificationKey2018", "owner": "did:sov:1234abcd",
˓→"publicKeyPem": "-----BEGIN PUBLIC 9..."},
{"id": "6", "type": "RsaVerificationKey2018", "owner": "did:sov:1234abcd",
˓→"publicKeyPem": "-----BEGIN PUBLIC A..."}
],
"authentication": [
{"type": "RsaSignatureAuthentication2018", "publicKey": "did:sov:1234abcd#4"}
],
"service": [
{"type": "Agency", "serviceEndpoint": "did:sov:fghi8377464" }
// or "serviceEndpoint": "https://example.com/endpoint/8377464" and add the
˓→#domain key (above)
]
}

15.4.4 Cross Domain Messaging Interoperability
A key goal for interoperability is that we want other domains to know just enough about the configuration of a domain
to which they are delivering a message, but no more. The Cross Domain Messaging HIPE (reference to be added),
outlines the details of sending the message. Briefly:
• The Sender creates the message (m[1]) to be processed by the Receiver.
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• The Sender encrypts m[1] into a Forward message (m[2]) addressed to the Receiver, providing in the to the
DID#keyname of the Receiver (e.g. did#1)
• The Sender encrypts m[2] into a Forward message (m[3]) implicitly addressed to the Receiver’s Routing
Agent, providing in the to the DID of the Receiver (e.g. did).
– “implicit” in that the Receiver’s shared Domain Endpoint handler MUST be implemented to proxy any
message to “did” to the Routing Agent
• An Agent of the Sender sends m[3] as a Wire Message to the shared Domain Endpoint of the Receiver.

15.4.5 Necessary DIDDoc Information
To accomplish the Cross Domain Messaging sequence listed in the previous section, the Sending Agent MUST be
able to elicit from the DIDDoc:
• the public key and endpoint of the shared Domain Endpoint for the Receiver
• the public key of the Receiver’s Routing Agent
• the public key and the “address” (e.g. #keyname fragment) of the Receiver.
In addition, a holder of a DIDDoc replica MUST also be able to determine from the DIDDoc the public key needed to
update the DIDDoc for the DID. A holder of a DIDDoc replica could be the Public Ledger for a publicly resolvable
DID or the manager of a microledger on which the state of the DIDDoc is persisted.
We’ll consider how that information is known for each.
The Shared Domain Endpoint
In the model we’ve defined for interoperability, the Domain Endpoint for the Receiver is assumed to be a shared
endpoint that handles incoming messages for many Identities and for each, many DIDs. This definition works for the
expected common case, where Domain Endpoints are Agencies operated by Cloud Vendors, but can also work in the
degenerate case of an Identity (person or enterprise) hosting its own Agents. The expected case is preferred as it is
seen as more privacy preserving, as Identities can “hide in the crowd”. There are so many almost identical messages
coming to the physical endpoint for so many different Identities that it is extremely difficult to associate an individual
message to a specific Identity. This is not possible if each Identity has it’s own physical endpoint.
As such, in the expected case, the Domain Endpoint is owned and controlled by a different Identity (the Agency)
from the Receiver. That in turn suggests that the Domain Endpoint should not be just a pair of values (public key and
physical endpoint) in many pairwise DIDDocs, but rather a separate DID controlled by the Agency. Since a DID is
a URI, the Domain Endpoint DID can be put into the pairwise DIDDoc of the Receiver as a service_endpoint.
Since the Domain Endpoint is a well-known address (e.g. https://endpoint.AgentsRUs.com), the DID should be public
and resolvable on a public ledger.
This approach allows the Agency to rotate the keys for the endpoint when necessary without requiring updates be
made to the DIDDocs created by the users of the Agency. If the DIDDocs of every Agency user contain the actual
endpoint and public key of the Domain Endpoint, every DIDDoc created in the Agency would have to be updated
when the Domain Endpoint public key is rotated (or the endpoint is changed).
By referencing a DID as the endpoint, the DIDDocs of DIDs owned by users of the Agency would only need to be
updated when changing the Domain Endpoint for a relationship - such as when changing Agencies. Such events are
likely to be far rarer than rotating the key of the Domain Endpoint.
This approach requires that Agents know that when an endpoint in a DIDDoc is a DID, they MUST resolve that DID
to retrieve the actual endpoint and public key.

15.4. Tutorial
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The Routing Agent
For the Routing Agent, we don’t need a physical address of the endpoint of the agent in a DIDDoc since no cross
domain messages will ever be directly addressed to the Routing Agent. Further, any Agents within the domain that
need to send messages to the Routing Agent (including the shared Domain Endpoint) will know the physical address
of the Routing Agent. All we need is for the Sender to know the public key of the Routing Agent.
As such, all DIDDocs to be used for receiving Agent Messages MUST have an identifiable key that is the Routing Agent. By convention, this HIPE defines that the name of the Routing Agent key in the DIDDoc MUST be
“routing”. The JSON snippet for that key will look like this:
{
"id": "routing",
"type": "RsaVerificationKey2018",
"owner": "did:sov:1234abcd",
"publicKeyPem": "-----BEGIN PUBLIC X..."
},...

Routing Agent Public Keys
To prevent correlation, the Routing Agent SHOULD generate a new public key for each DID that is to be used for
receiving Agent Messages.
Agent Message Receiver
Based on the previous two sections, a Sending Domain knows how deliver a Forward message addressed to the
Receiver’s Routing Agent to the shared Domain Endpoint using a Wire Message. The Routing Agent can decrypt
the message addressed to it, and then determine where to deliver the message contained within it (also a Forward)
intended for the Receiver. That message can be addressed to any #keyname in the DIDDoc, including the #routing
that is controlled by the Routing Agent.
How the Sender determines to which #keyname (and hence Agent/device) in the DIDDoc to send the message is a
topic for a separate HIPE. In many cases, a Sender will simply be replying to a message sent from a specific #keyname
address, and so the same #keyname would be used. However, when the Sender is initiating a conversation, it is not
as obvious to whom the message should be sent. Other scenarios like changing the Agent handling a conversation
mid-stream will also need to be addressed.
DIDDoc Update Authorization
The ability to update a DIDDoc requires the Identity owner prove control of the DID. A public key in the DIDDoc is
used to prove ownership to support updating the DIDDoc. The choice of Agent(s) within a domain that are empowered
to send DIDDoc updates is an implementation-specific tactic. For example, an implementation might require Agents
within the Domain send their updates to an empowered Agent to aggregate the changes and replicate those changes to
the published copies of the DIDDoc on a public ledger or a microledger.
It is not clear in the DID Spec or in this HIPE (yet) what keys empower an Agent to make updates to the manifestation
of the DIDDoc.
Degenerate Cases
As discussed above, the DIDDoc for a domain MUST look as if there are at least four Agents in the domain, and there
could be many more. However, what if there are only 2 or even 1 Agent in a domain?
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The HIPE requirement in those degenerate cases is that the DIDDoc still contain the same data (one endpoint, one
routing key, one authentication key and at least one Receiver key). The domain implementation then handles the
case of “Agents with multiple roles”. The DIDDoc SHOULD have the Agents use different keys for different purposes
to mask the simplified Agent structure.

15.5 Reference
15.6 Drawbacks
As noted in the Unresolved Questions section below, this HIPE is not complete. Further conventions need to
be formalized to achieve reliable interoperability.

15.7 Rationale and alternatives
15.8 Prior art
N/A

15.9 Unresolved questions
The following remain unresolved:
• The use of “routing” for the key name of the Routing Agent seems arbitrary. Is there a good reason to use that
name vs. any other?
– Since all DIDDocs should have a “routing” key, it does not expose anything about the domain so it would
appear to be as good as any other name.
• If “DID as endpoint” convention is NOT used, the endpoint and key for the shared Domain Endpoint must be
explicitly placed into the Receiver’s DIDDoc, and a clear convention is needed for determining which key is for
the Domain Endpoint.
• If there are multiple endpoints in the DIDDoc, the Sender must know which endpoint is for the shared Domain
Endpoint. Should a convention like that for the “routing” key be used?
• It may be appropriate to have a convention in the DIDDoc to designate which keys (and potentially, endpoints)
are used for different roles in the Domain. For example:
– A defined list of roles.
– A convention for determining the roles associated with a key.
• As noted in the DIDDoc Update Authorization section (above) for example, it is not clear in the DID Spec or in
this HIPE (yet) what keys empower an Agent to make updates to the manifestation of the DIDDoc.

15.5. Reference
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CHAPTER

16

0024: A2A Forward Secrecy

• Author: Mike Lodder
• Start Date: 2018-08-29

16.1 Status
• Status: ACCEPTED
• Status Date: 2018-11-01
• Status Note: Idea was accepted by the Indy community, but no work has ever been done on it. At this point
IETF’s MLS (which provides the same feature) may be adopted before this feature is implemented.

16.2 Summary
Specify the protocol to add forward secrecy between agent to agent messaging.

16.3 Motivation
Agent to agent communication uses Elliptic-Curve Integrated Encryption Scheme (ECIES) to protect messages. While
this protection is good, it does not provide forward-secrecy and key-compromise impersonation resistance.
Forward-secrecy is the idea that compromise of the end point long term keys will not compromise the session keys.
For agent to agent communication, a session is agent 1 sending a message to agent 2. Each message transmitted is
a session. Key compromise impersonation means an active attacker that gains knowledge of the private key and can
replace (impersonate) the agent when communicating. Agents that have active (synchronous) connections can achieve
this using ephemeral keys to establish each session key. This is much harder to do when messages are delivered
asynchronously. Another vector of attack stems from reusing keys. The more a key is used the higher the likelihood
that an attacker can deduce the long term keys. If care is not taken with how messages are encrypted then messages
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with the same plaintext can yield the same ciphertext which allows an attacker to correlate two messages from the
same agent.
Signal is a protocol that provides the forward-secrecy and key-compromise impersonation resistance for both synchronous and asynchronous messaging. This HIPE proposes to implement the Signal protocol for agent to agent
communication to improve security and privacy–specifically the double ratchet algorithm. It is assumed that the transport layer across agents isn’t secure in any way. Signal will function regardless of the transport layer.

16.3.1 Out of scope
Ledger communication This HIPE is not proposing to use the Signal protocol to communicate with the Indy Ledger.
In this case, TLS is a good solution instead of the Signal protocol. Signal requires state variables to maintain privacy
and secrecy. These state variables must be kept private or all of its benefits are void. It is also not reasonable for the
ledger to store the necessary state variables to enact the Signal protocol for each connection.
Routing How messages are forwarded to their various destinations is not the purpose of this HIPE. This HIPE just
covers how message forward secrecy is to be implemented.

16.4 Tutorial
16.4.1 Terminology
• isk: The sending agent’s identity secret key.
• ivk: The sending agent’s identity verification (public) key.
• rivk: The receiving agent’s identity verification (public) key.
• revk: The receiving agent’s ephemeral verification (public) key.
• esk: The sending agent’s ephemeral secret key.
• epk: The sending agent’s ephemeral public key.
• KDF: Key Derivation Function–derives one or more secrets from a master key. Acceptable functions are
SHAKE128, SHAKE256, HKDF, Argon2id, or Scrypt. If variable key lengths are not needed or smaller than
the function outputs, then functions from the SHA2 or SHA3 family could be used as well.
• ECIES: Encryption system that uses Diffie-Hellman (DH) with isk and rivk to compute a shared secret K.1 and
K.2 using a KDF. This is used to encrypt a message and compute an integrity check tag. The encrypted message
and tag are sent to remote party r. r uses their local isk and rivk to compute the same secrets and decrypt the
message and check the tag.
• AuthCrypt: ECIES involving both agents’ static keys that also signs the payload with isk. Provides nonreputability for the sender.
• AnonCrypt: ECIES involving the receiving agent’s static keys and ephemeral keys from the sender. Receiver
does not know who sent the message.
• 1: Agent 1 - Alice
• 2: Agent 2 - Bob
• ||: byte concatenation. For example 1001 || 0011 = 10010011
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16.4.2 Review
Microledgers Indy agents currently use either anoncrypt or authcrypt to send messages. Authcrypt provides no
forward-secrecy or key-compromise resistance for either agent. Anoncrypt provides forward-secrecy for the sending
agent but not the receiving agent. An attacker can still decrypt the message from the receiving agent’s long term
identity key but not the sender’s. This is known as weak forward secrecy. The existing architecture does provide a
secure method for changing identity keys using microledgers. When agent 1 rotates identity keys, the transaction is
signed using the existing isk. The transaction and new ivk are sent to agent 2. Agent 2 verifies the transaction using
agent 1’s old rivk . If the transaction is valid, agent 2 updates to the new rivk.
Signal Double Ratchet Algorithm The algorithm is implemented by each party performing a key agreement to
initially seed a Diffie-Hellman (DH) ratchet and using the ratchet to generate single use encryption keys. The ratchet
is seeded with a Root key. Another DH keypair is used to create an output that is combined with the initial seed as
input to a KDF to derive a sending ratchet and receiving ratchet. Every message is encrypted with a unique message
key. The message keys are output keys from the sending and receiving chains. Calculating the next message key uses
the current ratchet value and a constant as inputs to a KDF. Part of the output replaces the existing sending/receiving
ratchet value and the other part becomes the message key. A message key is a symmetric encryption key.
When 1 sends a message to 2, a sending message key is computed to encrypt the message, and the current DH public
key is sent with the message. 2 calculates a receiving message key to decrypt the message. 2 takes the DH public key
received from 1 and creates a new DH keypair. This is used to ratchet the Root key. This then replaces the sending and
receiving seeds. This process repeats for both agents as they send and receive messages which rotates and updates their
ratcheting chains. Signal also allows the header metadata to be encrypted. Encrypting the header section is desirable
to prevent correlation and enhance privacy.

16.4.3 Overview
Channel Setup Two parties connect agents out of band by scanning QR codes or manually entering information into
an app. Currently, only the long term identity keys are exchanged. This proposal adds an additional one-time DH
key to be exchanged as well. Each of the keys are used to calculate seed values and initialize the microloedger in the
following manner:
1 sends 2 in an initial message:
• Identity Key ivk
• Ephemeral public key epk
• An initial ciphertext encrypted with some AEAD encryption scheme (AES-GCM, SALSA20 or CHACHA20
with POLY1305) using AD = ipk || ripk. AD contains identity information for both parties. The initial ciphertext
should contain the first ratchet DH key.
1 calculates using her private keys and 2’s public keys:
DH1 = DH(isk, rivk)
DH2 = DH(esk, rivk)
DH3 = DH(esk, repk)
RK = KDF(DH1, DH2, DH3)

Note that DH1 provides mutual authentication while DH2 and DH3 provides forward secrecy.
When 2 receives the initial message or QR code, she repeats the same calculations as 1 and attempts to decrypt the
initial ciphertext. If decryption fails, then 2 aborts the protocol and deletes the public keys. If decryption succeeds,
the setup completes by 2 calculating the message and header RKs deleting the ephemeral message and header public
keys, storing 1’s identity public key in the microledger, and storing the current ratchet public key for 1. 2 then sends
an initial message to 1 and 1 repeats the same process.

16.4. Tutorial
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This setup is based on Signal’s X3DH, the main difference being there are no central servers for 1 to find 2 and visa
versa and 1 and 2 authenticate each other as part of the setup.
Agent-to-Agent Messages Agents may now use the signal protocol to send encrypted messages. Each agent keeps
state for the following variables:
• DHs: The current sending DH ratchet key pair.
• DHr: The current receiving DH public key.
• RK: 32 byte message root key.
• MCKs, MCKr: 32 byte chain keys for sending and receiving messages.
• HKs, HKr: 32 byte header keys for sending and receiving.
• NHKs, NHKr: 32 byte next header keys for sending and receiving.
• Ns, Nr: Message numbers for sending and receiving.
• PN: Number of messages in previous sending chain.
• MKSkipped: Dictionary of skipped-over message keys, indexed by header key ratchet public kye and message
number.
Messages may be received out-of-order. Signal’s double ratchet handles this by tracking N and HK in each message.
If a ratchet step is triggered, the agent will store any keys needed to decrypt missing messages later before performing
the ratchet. Messages received are decrypted using the current message key. The message key is immediately deleted.
Message storage can use different encryption techniques local to the agent system going forward. When a message is
sent, the sending encryption key is subsequently deleted.
When a ratchet is performed, the current RK’s are updated and N is reset back to 1. Skipped message keys are derived
and stored in MKSkipped based on the N received and the current expected value. MKSkipped keys should only be
stored for an acceptable amount of time (highly sensitive applications may not store them at all, where less sensitive
ones may store them for one week. 72 hours is an acceptable default. Storing up to 5 asymmetric updates previous
chain message keys is acceptable but probably no more if lots of messages are being dropped then it could indicate a
man-in-the-middle or a faulty agent. No more than 2000 skipped message keys should be stored).

16.4.4 Encrypted message header format
The encrypted header is the concatenation of the following fields
Version || Nonce or IV || Ciphertext || Tag || HMAC

• Version, 8 bits
• Nonce or IV, variable length multiple of 32 bits
• Ciphertext, encrypted header, variable length
• Tag, 128 bits
• HMAC, 256 bits

16.4.5 Encrypted header fields
Version
This field denotes which version of the format is being used. There are three versions defined:
• 16 (0x10): Version 1 for using Salsa20-Poly1305 (IETF or extended versions too) authenticated encryption
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• 32 (0x20): Version 1 for using Chacha20-Poly1305 (IETF or extended versions too) authenticated encryption
• 64 (0x40): Version 1 for using AES256-GCM authenticated encryption
Nonce or IV
The 128 bit initialization vector for AES-GCM or 196 bit nonce for Salsa/Chacha. This value MUST be unique
and unpredictable for each message. With a high-quality source of entropy, random selection will do this with high
probability
Ciphertext
This field has variable size. It contains the unencrypted header metadata.
Tag
The tag used to authenticate the message.
HMAC
The 256-bit SHA256 HMAC, under the header or next header signing-key, of the concatenation of the following fields:
Version || Nonce or IV || Ciphertext || Tag

Associating the message
An agent may have multiple channels from which a message can come. To associate this message with the correct
channel, the agent tries to HMAC and decrypt the header using known channel header keys and the AD for that
channel. HMAC and decryption will fail for incorrect channels and only succeed for a correct channel. Once channel
association is established, decrypting the message can begin. See Double ratchet with header encryption for more
details about ratcheting header keys.
A downside to encrypted headers is the cloud agent will store the message until an edge agent tells the cloud agent
to delete it. In the case of multiple edge agents, agent 1 might accidentally receive a message meant for agent 2 and
will not be able to decrypt it. Agent 1 will not know if the message is bad, not for her, has been tampered with, or is
spam. To eliminate this ambiguity, routing information should be included so cloud agents can know which edge agent
the message is for and the edge agent can with assurance know the message is for them. This information should be
encrypted so only the cloud agent can read it. The routing information can be a hash of an edge agents identity public
key.

16.4.6 Unencrypted header format
The header is the concatenation of the following fields:
Version || Timestamp || PN || N || DHr

• Version, 8 bits
• Timestamp, 64 bits
• PN, 32 bits
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• N, 32 bits
• DHr, variable length depending on DH key scheme
Version
Denotes which version of the format is being used. There is only one version defined, with the value 128 (0x80).
Timestamp
64-bit unsigned big-endian integer. Records the number of seconds elapsed between January 1, 1970 UTC and the
time the message was created.
PN
The number of messages in previous sending chain.
N
The message ID for the current sending and receiving chains.

16.4.7 Threats
The threat model is defined in terms of what an attacker can acheive.
Assumptions
User
• Acts reasonably and in good faith. (Giving their private identity key to an attacker would be unreasonable).
• Installs authentic agent software
User’s Device
• Device correctly executes the agent software and is not compromised by malware.
Security
• Ed25519, x25519, Salsa20, Chacha20, Poly1305, HMAC-SHA256, AES-256 are valid.
Attacks
User’s Cloud Agent
• Can learn when a user is online by observing messages (not their contents)
• Can learn how many messages are received and when they are received (but not who sent them).
• Can learn message sizes.
• Can drop or corrupt messages.
• Can spam the user with invalid messages.
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• Can duplicate old messages.
• Could inform a contact (even falsely) that they have been revoked or fired.
Passive attacker observing all traffic
• Can learn who is using the cloud agent.
• Can learn when messages are sent and where they are sent.
• Can observe when a new channel is setup and possibly insert self as man-in-the-middle.
Physical loss of user’s device
• Attacker can perform offline attack to unlock device obtain undeleted messages and keys.
Compromise of user’s device
• Attacker can obtain all messages going forward.
A contact
• Can spam a user with messages.
• Can to some extent prove to a third-party that a message came from a user.
• Can retain messages from a user, forever.
• Can learn that a user has changed identity keys (but this is the point).
• Can learn how many devices a user is using to communicate with them.
Random attacker on the internet
• Can DoS the cloud agent or the edge agent if the edge agent connects directly online.

16.4.8 Edge Cases
Ratchet out of sync There will be times when two party’s ratchets could get out of sync. If this happens, it will be
difficult to differentiate between a faulty or spam message. Regardless, there might be times where a ratchet resync
will be needed. To perform a resync, agent 1 can authcrypt a special resync message using both party’s identity keys.
The resync message includes similar data necessary to calculate new ratchet seeds. After a resync, the identity keys
could be rotated using microledgers to ensure forward secrecy for the resync message.

16.5 Reference
This HIPE is designed to work with Ed25519 keys but could work with any public key crypto system.
Signal

16.6 Drawbacks
This HIPE adds complexity to agent-to-agent messaging. It requires knowledge of cryptographic functions, more local
space for storing state variables, and proper management of state variables. State variables will need to be backed up
to resume channels. Syncing these values across agents that belong to the same identity will be impossible. Each of
Alice’s agents will need to maintain their own state variables. This inhibits the possibility of using group encryption
or group signatures to hide how many agents Alice has and which of her agents she is using. But since Alice trusts
Bob enough to establish a channel with him, it might be an okay tradeoff.

16.5. Reference
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Performance is another consideration. Signal requires executing KDFs every time a message is sent and received to
derive keys, and computing a Diffie-Hellman ratchet. Care must be taken to choose a KDF that isn’t performance
inhibitive. Choosing elliptic curve keypairs can reduce the size and performance penalty for computing the DiffieHellman ratchet.

16.7 Rationale and alternatives
Encrypted messaging has been around for long time and is a well understood problem. PGP was used to encrypt and
send messages asynchronously in the form of email but it’s not forward secure and it leaks traffic information. Forward
Secret PGP has never materialized. Email is also considered insecure since email addresses are largely public. Setting
up secure email is very difficult.
Indy could try to come up with its own asynchronous messaging protocol but will probably not be able to create one
better than Signal nor as widely adopted.
Agents could also continuously rotate keys using the microledgers but this would require extra data in every message
that includes the new key and a signed transaction. The microledger maintains transactions forever. This solution
would eventually result in a massive amount of data for the microledger.
Agents could also setup short-lived sessions that use a group symmetric key stored with the cloud agent but known to
members of the group. The management involved in such a scheme is more complex than to discuss here but could be
the subject for future HIPEs.
Signal is supported and improved by Open Whisper Systems and the Signal Foundation. Signal has been vetted by
cryptographers and security professionals alike who have found it to be secure (Signal audit and A Formal Security
Analysis of the Signal Messaging Protocol). Signal has been implemented in multiple programming languages already
so the protocol does not need to be written from scratch. The open source libraries can be used directly with Indy.

16.8 Prior art
As stated, encrypted messaging between two parties is a well understood problem. Multiple solutions currently exist
but the most popular are Off-the-record (OTR), Silent Circle’s Silent Text, Secure Chat, iMessage, and others. Signal
evolved by combining the best of many of these and fixing existing weaknesses.

16.9 Unresolved questions
• Is it necessary for agents to be able backup and restore their state variables?
• How should agents backup and restore their state variables?
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0025: Indy Docs Framework

• Author: Michael Boyd michael.boyd@sovrin.org
• Start Date: 11/27/18

17.1 Status
• Status: ADOPTED
• Status Date: (date of first submission or last status change)
• Status Note: (explanation of current status; if adopted, links to impls or derivative ideas; if superseded, link to
replacement)

17.2 Summary
This HIPE proposes that each relevant Indy repository maintains a docs/ directory that can be built to display the
documentation library in html format using Sphinx. We will use http://readthedocs.org to automatically build and host
all these html libraries together under http://indy.readthedocs.io.
We’ve created a proof of concept with five of the Indy repositories at the above link.

17.3 Motivation
• Make better documentation that helps users and contributors to more easily understand, use, and contribute to
our code.
• Help maintainers eliminate duplicated or deprecated content and give everyone a way to efficiently index and
search all our documentation across all our repositories.
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• Provide new users a clear path on how to implement the Indy code within their projects, driving adoption of the
project and lowering developer burnout.

17.3.1 Why did we choose this method?
• Maintain a single source of truth for each document while keeping documentation near to the location of the
code they describe.
• This framework can be easily owned and maintained by contributors for each repository.
• It is flexible to future changes in our software architecture and repository structure.

17.4 Tutorial
17.4.1 Relevant Repositories
Here is a list of all the repositories in which we have documentation:
• indy-sdk: https://github.com/hyperledger/indy-sdk
• indy-node: https://github.com/hyperledger/indy-node
• indy-agent: https://github.com/hyperledger/indy-agent
• indy-plenum: https://github.com/hyperledger/indy-plenum
• indy-hipe*: https://github.com/hyperledger/indy-hipe
• indy-crypto (soon to be ursa): https://github.com/hyperledger/indy-crypto
*See the minor proposed changes to indy-hipe and its forks so it can be built with Sphinx and readthedocs.
In addition, we have created the indy-docs repository to hold general prose that explains indy concepts and provides
users a jumping off point into the respective repos.
• indy-docs: https://github.com/michaeldboyd/indy-docs/
Provided this HIPE is accepted, we should create an official HL/indy-docs repository to maintain these general conceptual documents. This can probably replace the hyperledger-indy wiki page.

17.4.2 Implementation Details
Each Indy project has a docs/ directory at the project root. This directory contains all of the documentation that is
relevant to the repository. The docs/source directory contains all of the documentation that will be built into the html
library. Here is the indy-sdk docs/ directory as an example: https://github.com/michaeldboyd/indy-sdk/blob/sphinxdocs-test/docs
We use two tools to build documentation:
• Sphinx: We’ve found this to be the most flexible tool to build html documentation from source and have crossproject search functionality.
• Readthedocs: A free documentation hosting service that works really well with Sphinx and is basically plug-nplay for maintainers.
Each docs/source/ directory has 3 main files: conf.py, index.rst, and Makefile.
• conf.py contains all of the Sphinx configuration code. More details on how to edit the conf.py can be
found on the Sphinx website.
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• Makefile is to build the docs locally. Local build instructions are below.
• index.rst defines the menu structure of the library and is also the home page for the repository.
Sphinx uses reStructuredText (.rst) and its powerful directives to build the documentation. While sphinx will also
build .md markdown files, we’ll need to use .rst files and the .. toctree:: (table of contents tree) directive
whenever we want to show nested page structure in the sidebar.

17.4.3 Docs/ Organization
The main entry point for a docs library is the root level index.rst file within the source/ directory. In this file, the
toctree directive defines the main menu for the library.
This is the toctree for the indy-sdk index.rst:
.. toctree::
:maxdepth: 1
:hidden:
getting-started/index.rst
concepts/index.rst
how-tos/README.md
build-guides/index.rst
migration-guides/index.rst

Additional links need to be added to the root level or each of the respective directory’s index.rst files to be included
on the menu.
In each of the folders, include additional .md or .rst by adding them to the toctree directive.
It will make more sense to see it in action: Indy SDK Docs
Depending on the needs of the repository, the docs/ directory may contain as many or as few documents as the
maintainers feel are necessary to:
• Provide a clear conceptual overview of the repository for readers to clearly understand what it does.
• Enable technical users to quickly begin implementing the code
• Resolve common questions or current issues that create blockers to using the repository
• Onboard potential contributors into the open-source community surrounding the repository.
We recommend keeping documentation files organized by directory based on their topic, but we leave it up to maintainers to decide how best to structure their docs.
We also recommend that a .gitignore file should either be created or added to that includes the _build/ directory so
the sphinx builds are not included within pull requests.

17.4.4 Indy-HIPE Changes
My approach to indy-hipe is to do the following:
• add an index.rst file to the text/ directory and link all of the current HIPEs so they can be viewed on the
readthedocs site.
• add a conf.py and Makefile to the root dir so the hipes can be built locally.
• change the template.md and all the hipes to use a single <h1> (#) header as the title, and then <h2+> headers
(##..) for the rest of the document. This will let readthedocs parse the documents into a correct html page.
Right now each <h1> header is made into its own page.
17.4. Tutorial
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17.5 Reference
17.5.1 How to Add Documentation
For new features and pull requests, maintainers should make sure that the contributor has added an explanation for
their changes in the docs directory before merging the PR.
Documentation creators at least should consider their audiences as they add documentation - at minimum, audiences
include those that plan to contribute to the sub-project and those that will use the capabilities of the sub-project. Both
should be given an approach or roadmap for how to get started. A sub-project may have other audiences.
Contributors should write an addition to a current file or add a new file to the docs/source/ directory that explains what
their feature is and how it works. If needed, they may also add a link to more technical README’s located nearer to
the code.
Whenever additions are made to the docs, make sure to update the index.rst in whichever directory the file has
been added, and build the docs locally to confirm they work (TODO: add the sphinx-build command to our
CI/CD flow).
For example, if you wanted to add another file to the indy-sdk docs/ directory named glossary.md, you would
create the file, and then add a reference to it in the index.rst:
.. toctree::
:maxdepth: 1
:hidden:
getting-started/index.rst
...
other files
...
glossary.md

.. <-- this is your new file!

To add a new file to a subfolder, simply update the subfolder’s index.rst with the relative link to your file.
If you’d like to link to a file outside of the docs/ directory, you’ll need to provide an external github link (this is by
design, to keep our docs organized into a single directory)

17.5.2 How to Host on Readthedocs
A maintainer who has access to the Hyperledger repositories will need to create an account with Readthedocs and set
up the free hosting through their web UI. we’ve created the example http://indy.readthedocs.io from my forks of the
repositories. View the diagram below to see how it is structured. Git webhooks are automatically added to keep the
docs up to date.
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hosting
We simply need to import all of our repositories into readthedocs.org using their web UI, and then define the subproject
structure.

17.5.3 Building the docs on your machine
Here are the quick steps to achieve this on a local machine without depending on ReadTheDocs. Note: Instructions
may differ depending on your OS.
pip install Sphinx
pip install sphinx_rtd_theme
pip install recommonmark==0.4.0
cd docs/source ## Be in this directory. Makefile sits there.
make html

This will generate all the html files in docs/_build/html which you can then browse locally in your browser.
Every time you make a change to the documentation you will need to rerun make html.

17.5.4 Maintaining Versions
Readthedocs includes the ability to add additional versions for each of the projects. To build documentation for a
different version of any Indy repo, we just need to specify which versions to display on indy.readthedocs.io.

17.5.5 Implementation of a Multiproject Sidebar
There have been a couple design decisions that have given us pause. One of those has been the method of building our
multi-repository sidebar on http://indy.readthedocs.io.
While readthedocs supports subprojects, it does not automatically make a shared menu for the projects. we created a
separate config file named remote_conf.py to define a global sidebar that includes links to all the repositories.

17.5. Reference
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To make sure that each project includes the global sidebar on readthedocs, each repo’s conf.py file has a couple lines
to import the remote_conf.py file from github and build the sidebar during the sphinx build.
## conf.py
...
## ------------ Remote Documentation Builder Config ----------## Note: this is a slightly hacky way of maintaining a consistent sidebar amongst all
˓→the repositories.
## Do you have a better way to do it?
on_rtd = os.environ.get('READTHEDOCS', None) == 'True'
if(on_rtd):
rtd_version = os.environ.get('READTHEDOCS_VERSION', 'latest')
if rtd_version not in ['stable', 'latest']:
rtd_version = 'latest'
try:
os.system("git clone https://github.com/hyperledger/indy-docs-conf.git remote_
˓→conf")
os.system("mv remote_conf/remote_conf.py .")
import remote_conf
remote_conf.generate_sidebar(globals(), nickname)
intersphinx_mapping = remote_conf.get_intersphinx_mapping(rtd_version)
master_doc = "toc"
except:
e = sys.exc_info()[0]
print e
finally:
os.system("rm -rf remote_conf/ __pycache__/ remote_conf.py")

Note that this will only execute when on readthedocs servers and not on user’s machines.
While we have found this to be the best current solution, we would still like to find a more elegant way to build this
sidebar if possible.

17.6 Drawbacks
While this change does provide greater organization and clarity to our documentation, it will require that maintainers
understand how to use sphinx and readthedocs.

17.7 Rationale and alternatives
• What other designs have been considered and what is the rationale for not choosing them?
– We originally considered making an indy documentation repository to keep all of our documentation, as
explained in this pull request.
– We have also previously used wiki.hyperledger.org to hold our documentation.
Neither of these approaches were optimal because the documents were not held within the repositories where
contributors and maintainers do their work, and make it inconvenient to maintain.
• What is the impact of not doing this?
– We will have a greater amount of confused developers, duplication of documentation, and outdated documents floating around our ecosystem.
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• Why is this design the best in the space of possible designs?
– By hosting consumer documentation in one location, Indy can reduce the amount of onboarding effort for
individuals and organizations, further establish a good reputation among those in the community, and standardize its documentation and messaging (reducing the amount of misleading and deprecated documentation). New users often express similar problems that they are running into on platforms like Rocket.Chat,
complications that can be addressed simply in an instructional or FAQ page.
– An increasing number of less tech-savvy consumers are taking an interest in Indy, which increases the
demand for a more straightforward selection of documentation that can be viewed outside of Github.

17.8 Prior art
• Check out the hyperledger fabric docs
• the ethereum docs
• and the von anchor docs
All three of these projects demonstrate how to use sphinx and readthedocs to successfully build clear documentation.
We are following the same approach, with the addition that we are going to host multiple repo’s docs/ folders all
under the same umbrella.

17.9 Unresolved questions
17.9.1 To be resolved before implementing:
• The multi-repository sidebar remote_conf.py file is a little hacky. Is there a better way to create a shared sidebar?

17.9.2 Future goals
• Extract and publish the external interface documentation directly from the code. This will be a huge help for
users of libraries such as indy-sdk, and provide documentation for the interface of a library and also links to the
associated code.

moved to github.com/hyperledger/ariesrfcs repo
New location: aries-rfcs/features/0044-didcomm-file-and-mime-types

17.8. Prior art
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18

0026: Agent File Format

• Author: Daniel Hardman, Kyle Den Hartog
• Start Date: 2018-11-13

18.1 Status
• Status: SUPERSEDED
• Status Date: (date of first submission or last status change)
• Status Note: (explanation of current status; if adopted, links to impls or derivative ideas; if superseded, link to
replacement)
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CHAPTER

19

Summary

Define a file format and MIME type that contains agent messages, such that opening the file accomplishes the same
thing as receiving an agent message.

19.1 Motivation
Most work on A2A so far has assumed HTTP as a transport. However, we know that Agent-to-agent communication
is transport-agnostic. We should be able to say the same thing no matter which channel we use.
An incredibly important channel or transport for messages is digital files. Files can be attached to messages in email
or chat, can be carried around on a thumb drive, can be backed up, can be distributed via CDN, can be replicated on
distributed file systems like IPFS, can be inserted in an object store or in content-addressable storage, can be viewed
and modified in editors, and support a million other uses.
We need to define how files can contain agent-to-agent messages, and what the semantics of processing such files will
be.

19.2 Tutorial
19.2.1 Agent Wire Messages (*.aw)

aw icon
The raw bytes of a wire message [TODO: need link to wire HIPE] may be persisted to a file without any modifications
whatsoever. In such a case, the data will be encrypted and packaged such that only a specific receiver can process it.
However, the file will contain a header that can be used by magic bytes algorithms to detect its type reliably.
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The file extension associated with this filetype is *.aw, and should be read as “STAR DOT A DUB” (short for
“STAR DOT A DOUBLE U”) or as “A DUB” files–NOT as a homonym of “awe.” If a format evolution takes place, a
subsequent version could be noted by appending a digit, as in *.aw2 for second-generation aw files.
The name of this file format is “Agent Wire Format.” We expect people to say, “I am looking at an Agent Wire file”,
or “This file is in Agent Wire Format”, or “Does my editor have an Agent Wire Format plugin?”
Although the format of agent wire data is derived from JSON and the JWT/JWE family of specs, no useful processing of these files will take place by viewing them as JSON, and viewing them as generic JWTs will greatly
constrain which semantics are applied. Therefore, the recommended MIME type for *.aw files is application/
ssi-agent-wire, with application/jwt as a fallback, and application/json as an even less desirable
fallback. (In this, we are making a choice similar to the one that views *.docx files primarily as application/
msword instead of application/xml.) If format evolution takes place, the version could become a parameter as
described in RFC 1341: application/ssi-agent-wire;v=2.
The default action for Agent Wire Messages (what happens when a user double-clicks one) should be Handle (that
is, process the message as if it had just arrived by some other transport), if the software handling the message is an
agent. In other types of software, the default action might be to view the file. Other useful actions might include
Send, Attach (to email, chat, etc), Open with agent, and Decrypt to *.ap.

19.2.2 Agent Plaintext Messages (*.ap)

ap icon
The text representation of an application-level message–something like a credential offer, a proof request, or anything
else worthy of an agent message family–is JSON. As such, it should be editable by anything that expects JSON.
However, all such files have some additional conventions, over and above the simple requirements of JSON. For
example, key decorators have special meaning ( @id, @thread, @trace_to , etc). Nonces may be especially
significant. The format of particular values such as DID and DID+key references is important. Therefore, we refer
to these messages generically as JSON, but we also define a file format for tools that are aware of the additional
semantics.
The file extension associated with this filetype is *.ap, and should be read as “STAR DOT A P” or “A P” files. If
a format evolution takes place, a subsequent version could be noted by appending a digit, as in *.ap2 for secondgeneration ap files.
The name of this file format is “Agent Plaintext Format.” We expect people to say, “I am looking at an Agent Plaintext
file”, or “This file is in Agent Plaintext Format”, or “Does my editor have an Agent Plaintext Format plugin?”
The MIME type of *.ap files is application/json–or, if further discrimination is needed, application/
json;flavor=ssi-agent-plaintext. If format evolution takes place, the version could become a parameter
as described in RFC 1341: application/json;flavor=ssi-agent-plaintext;v=2.
The default action for Agent Plaintext Messages should be to View or Validate them. Other interesting actions
might be Encrypt to *.aw and Find definition of message family.
As a general rule, agent messages that are being sent in production use cases of A2A communication should be stored
in encrypted form (*.aw) at rest. There are cases where this might not be preferred, e.g., providing documentation of
the format of message or during a debugging scenario using message tracing. However, these are exceptional cases.
Storing meaningful *.ap files decrypted is not a security best practice, since it replaces all the privacy and security
guarantees provided by the agent-to-agent communication mechanism with only the ACLs and other security barriers
that are offered by the container.
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19.2.3 Native Object representation
This is not a file format, but rather an in-memory form of an Agent Plaintext Message using whatever object hierarchy
is natural for a programming language to map to and from JSON. For example, in python, the natural Native Object
format is a dict that contains properties indexed by strings. This is the representation that python’s json library
expects when converting to JSON, and the format it produces when converting from JSON. In Java, Native Object
format might be a bean. In C++, it might be a std::map<std::string, variant>. . .
There can be more than one Native Object representation for a given programming language.
Native Object forms are never rendered directly to files; rather, they are serialized to Agent Plaintext Format and then
persisted (likely after also encrypting to Agent Wire Format).

moved to github.com/hyperledger/ariesrfcs repo
New location: aries-rfcs/concepts/0008-message-id-and-threading

19.2. Tutorial
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CHAPTER

20

0027: Message ID and Threading

• Authors: Daniel Bluhm daniel.bluhm@sovrin.org, Sam Curren (sam@sovin.org), Daniel Hardman
(daniel.hardman@gmail.com)
• Start Date: 2018-08-03

20.1 Status
• Status: SUPERSEDED
• Status Date: (date of first submission or last status change)
• Status Note: (explanation of current status; if adopted, links to impls or derivative ideas; if superseded, link to
replacement)

20.2 Summary
Definition of the message @id field and the ~thread decorator.

20.3 Motivation
Referring to messages is useful in many interactions. A standard method of adding a message ID promotes good
patterns in message families. When multiple messages are coordinated in a message flow, the threading pattern helps
avoid having to re-roll the same spec for each message family that needs it.
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20.4 Tutorial
20.4.1 Message IDs
Message IDs are specified with the @id attribute, which comes from JSON-LD. The sender of the message is responsible for creating the message ID, and any message can be identified by the combination of the sender and the message
ID. Message IDs should be considered to be opaque identifiers by any recipients.
Message ID Requirements
• A short stream of characters matching regex [-_./a-ZA-Z0-9]{8,64} (Note the special semantics of a
dotted suffix on IDs, as described in the message tracing HIPE proposal)
• Should be compared case-sensitive (no case folding)
• Sufficiently unique
• UUID recommended
Example
{
"@type": "did:example:12345...;spec/example_family/1.0/example_type",
"@id": "98fd8d72-80f6-4419-abc2-c65ea39d0f38",
"example_attribute": "stuff"
}

The following was pulled from this document written by Daniel Hardman and stored in the Sovrin Foundation’s
protocol repository.

20.4.2 Threaded Messages
Message threading will be implemented as a decorator to messages, for example:
{
"@type": "did:example:12345...;spec/example_family/1.0/example_type",
"@id": "98fd8d72-80f6-4419-abc2-c65ea39d0f38",
"~thread": {
"thid": "98fd8d72-80f6-4419-abc2-c65ea39d0f38",
"pthid": "1e513ad4-48c9-444e-9e7e-5b8b45c5e325",
"sender_order": 3,
"received_orders": {"did:sov:abcxyz":1}
},
"example_attribute": "example_value"
}

The ~thread decorator is generally required on any type of response, since this is what connects it with the original
request.
Thread object
A thread object has the following fields discussed below:
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• thid: The ID of the message that serves as the thread start.
• pthid: An optional parent thid. Used when branching or nesting a new interaction off of an existing one.
• sender_order: A number that tells where this message fits in the sequence of all messages that the current
sender has contributed to this thread.
• received_orders: Reports the highest sender_order value that the sender has seen from other
sender(s) on the thread. (This value is often missing if it is the first message in an interaction, but should
be used otherwise, as it provides an implicit ACK.)
Thread ID (thid)
Because multiple interactions can happen simultaneously, it’s important to differentiate between them. This is done
with a Thread ID or thid.
The Thread ID is the Message ID (@id) of the first message in the thread. The first message may or may not declare
the ~thread attribute block; it does not, but carries an implicit thid of its own @id.
Sender Order (sender_order)
It is desirable to know how messages within a thread should be ordered. However, it is very difficult to know with
confidence the absolute ordering of events scattered across a distributed system. Alice and Bob may each send a
message before receiving the other’s response, but be unsure whether their message was composed before the other’s.
Timestamping cannot resolve an impasse. Therefore, there is no unified absolute ordering of all messages within a
thread–but there is an ordering of all messages emitted by a each participant.
In a given thread, the first message from each party has a sender_order value of 0, the second message sent from
each party has a sender_order value of 1, and so forth. Note that both Alice and Bob use 0 and 1, without regard
to whether the other party may be known to have used them. This gives a strong ordering with respect to each party’s
messages, and it means that any message can be uniquely identified in an interaction by its thid, the sender DID
and/or key, and the sender_order.
Received Orders (received_orders)
In an interaction, it may be useful for the recipient of a message to know if their last message was received. A
received_orders value addresses this need, and could be included as a best practice to help detect missing
messages.
In the example above, if Alice is the sender, and Bob is identified by did:sov:abcxyz, then Alice is saying, “Here’s my message with index 3 (sender_order=3), and I’m sending it in response to your message 1
(received_orders: {<bob's DID>: 1}. Apparently Alice has been more chatty than Bob in this exchange.
The received_orders field is plural to acknowledge the possibility of multiple parties. In pairwise interactions,
this may seem odd. However, n-wise interactions are possible (e.g., in a doctor ~ hospital ~ patient n-wise relationship).
Even in pairwise, multiple agents on either side may introduce other actors. This may happen even if an interaction is
designed to be 2-party (e.g., an intermediate party emits an error unexpectedly).
In an interaction with more parties, the received_orders object has a key/value pair for each
actor/sender_order, where actor is a DID or a key for an agent:
"received_orders": {"did:sov:abcxyz":1, "did:sov:defghi":14}

Here, the received_orders fragment makes a claim about the last sender_order that the sender observed
from did:sov:abcxyz and did:sov:defghi. The sender of this fragment is presumably some other DID,

20.4. Tutorial
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implying that 3 parties are participating. Any parties unnamed in received_orders have an undefined value for
received_orders. This is NOT the same as saying that they have made no observable contribution to the thread.
To make that claim, use the special value -1, as in:
"received_orders": {"did:sov:abcxyz":1, "did:sov:defghi":14, "did:sov:jklmno":-1}

Example
As an example, Alice is an issuer and she offers a credential to Bob.
• Alice sends a CRED_OFFER as the start of a new thread, @id=98fd8d72-80f6-4419-abc2-c65ea39d0f38,
sender_order=0.
• Bob responds with a CRED_REQUEST, @id=<uuid2>, thid=98fd8d72-80f6-4419-abc2-c65ea39d0f38,
sender_order=0, received_orders:{alice:0}.
• Alice sends a CRED, @id=<uuid3>, thid=98fd8d72-80f6-4419-abc2-c65ea39d0f38, sender_order=1,
received_orders:{bob:0}.
• Bob responds with an ACK, @id=<uuid4>,
thid=98fd8d72-80f6-4419-abc2-c65ea39d0f38,
sender_order=1, received_orders:{alice:1}.
Nested interactions (Parent Thread ID or pthid)
Sometimes there are interactions that need to occur with the same party, while an existing interaction is in-flight.
When an interaction is nested within another, the initiator of a new interaction can include a Parent Thread ID (pthid).
This signals to the other party that this is a thread that is branching off of an existing interaction.
Nested Example
As before, Alice is an issuer and she offers a credential to Bob. This time, she wants a bit more information before she
is comfortable providing a credential.
• Alice sends a CRED_OFFER as the start of a new thread, @id=98fd8d72-80f6-4419-abc2-c65ea39d0f38,
sender_order=0.
• Bob responds with a CRED_REQUEST, @id=<uuid2>, thid=98fd8d72-80f6-4419-abc2-c65ea39d0f38,
sender_order=0, received_orders:{alice:0}.
• Alice sends a PROOF_REQUEST, @id=<uuid3>, pthid=98fd8d72-80f6-4419-abc2-c65ea39d0f38,
sender_order=0. Note the subthread, the parent thread ID, and the reset sender_order value.
• Bob
sends
a
PROOF,
received_orders:{alice:0}.

@id=<uuid4>,

thid=<uuid3>,sender_order=0,

• Alice sends a CRED, @id=<uuid5>, thid=98fd8d72-80f6-4419-abc2-c65ea39d0f38, sender_order=1,
received_orders:{bob:0}.
• Bob responds with an ACK, @id=<uuid6>,
thid=98fd8d72-80f6-4419-abc2-c65ea39d0f38,
sender_order=1, received_orders:{alice:1}.
All of the steps are the same, except the two bolded steps that are part of a nested interaction.
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Implicit Threads
Threads reference a Message ID as the origin of the thread. This allows any message to be the start of a thread, even if
not originally intended. Any message without an explicit ~thread attribute can be considered to have the following
~thread attribute implicitly present.
"~thread": {
"thid": <same as @id of the outer message>,
"sender_order": 0
}

Implicit Replies
A message that contains a ~thread block with a thid different from the outer message @id, but no
sender_order is considered an implicit reply. Implicit replies have a sender_order of 0 and an
received_orders:{other:0}. Implicit replies should only be used when a further message thread is not
anticipated. When further messages in the thread are expected, a full regular ~thread block should be used.
Example Message with am Implicit Reply:
{
"@id': "<@id of outer message>",
"~thread": {
"thid": "<different than @id of outer message>"
}
}

Effective Message with defaults in place:
{
"@id': "<@id of outer message>",
"~thread": {
"thid": "<different than @id of outer message>"
"sender_order": 0,
"received_orders": { "DID of sender":0 }
}
}

20.5 Reference
• Message Packaging document from Sovrin Foundation Protocol Repo
• Very brief summary of discussion from Agent Summit on Decorators

20.6 Drawbacks
Why should we not do this?

20.7 Rationale and alternatives
• Implement threading for each message type that needs it.
20.5. Reference
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20.8 Prior art
If you’re aware of relevant prior-art, please add it here.

20.9 Unresolved questions
• Using a wrapping method for threading has been discussed but most seemed in favor of the annotated method.
Any remaining arguments to be made in favor of the wrapping method?
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CHAPTER

21

Maintainers

21.1 About This File
You can find out who’s contributed recently just by looking at GitHub’s contributors list. But there are a few more
things you ought to know about who maintains this code, and how they do it:
1. Make sure you read our contributor guidelines so you understand how we work and how to collaborate effectively. This includes instructions about pull request and code review protocols, and it explains what we mean by
calling someone a “maintainer” in this file.
2. Be aware that individual folders in the project may have more specific maintainers; if you see another
MAINTAINERS.md in a subfolder, that governs the tree below it.
3. A lot of interactions with maintainers take place on Jira. You’ll need Linux Foundation credentials to comment
there; creating them is self-service. The project name you want, once in jira, is “IS”.
4. The other important communication mechanism to know about is Rocket.Chat. Again, you use your Linux
Foundation credentials. Most of the team hangs out there during their work day; look for #indy-hipe,
#indy, #indy-pr-review, and so forth.
5. We use developer certificate of origin (DCO) in all hyperledger repositories, so to get your pull requests accepted, you must certify your commits by signing off on each commit. More information can be found in
Signing Commits article.

21.2 Who To Contact
For ordinary questions, we suggest you contact active contributors generically, on rocket.chat #indy-hipe. If that
doesn’t get someone’s attention, feel free to contact the contributors individually.
Maintainers are busy and delegate many decisions to other trusted contributors. However, it is appropriate to contact
them if you have a complex design decision or a controversial PR.
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21.3 Maintainers
• Daniel - maintainer . geo=Utah, USA; github=dhh1128, rocket.chat=danielhardman, jira=dhh1128
• Nathan - maintainer . geo=Utah, USA; github=nage, rocket.chat=nage, jira=nage
• Sam - maintainer . geo=Idaho, USA; github=telegramsam, rocket.chat=telegramsam, jira=TelegramSam
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